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Ready to get
your nomad on
with an RV
road trip?
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chickens in
Cottage Country
Just add water:
Explore pond life
with Ben & Mark
Cullen

Discovering

Haliburton Highlands
Kawartha Lakes and
Muskoka Lakes
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It’s where you are...

GALLERY OF
FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY
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1 58 HIG HL AND STREET, HALIBURTON
705 4 57 76 59
WWW.EVRGRNC S DGALLERY.COM
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M AT T E S E M I G L O S S G L O S S R E A DY T O H A N G
M E TA L L I M I T E D E D I T I O N F I N E A R T P R I N T S
The gallery at EvergreenCSD features the exploration work of 12x National Geographic
published Haliburton Highlands’ photographer and resident, Dana McMullen.

iR
For the latest, get socially connected
with Dana McMullen’s Imageroom

"INFERNO"
Limited Edition, 3 - 24" x 60", Solid HD Metal Prints
$3,000.00 or $1,000.00 per panel + HST and shipping
Custom sizes available and also available on canvas. Contact us for more details.
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AN ORIGINAL GROWING AGAINST THE GRAIN COMPANY ©2021 EVERGREENCSD / DANA MCMULLEN’S IMAGEROOM

MINDEN SUBARU
13061 Hwy 35, Minden ON
705-286-6126
www.minden.subarudealer.ca
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Nature’s simplicity is the
ultimate sophistication

Having been born and raised in the heart of cottage country, I have a special love
for the area, and a great insight into all of the best locations.
You deserve a photographer that will capture all of your special moments as they
naturally unfold. I am a modern and edgy photographer focused on capturing candid
and emotional moments for you and your loved ones. Specializing in wedding, boudoir,
family, maternity, lifestyle, branding, and product photography.
Call me. I’m here.
@caitlindunlopphoto | 705-935-1995 | c.dunlop@hotmail.ca
caitlindunlopphotography.com

FLAGSTONE • STAIR TREADS • BUILDING STONE • FLOORING
Muskoka granite is among the densest natural
stone on earth, with low water absorption and
high resistance to cold temperatures. A distinctive
feature of Canada’s Muskoka region, granite is

the perfect addition to many of today’s interior
and exterior design and construction projects.
Bring the beauty and simplicity of natural Muskoka
granite to your home or cottage.

www.Mrock.com
Muskoka: 705.687.8700 • Toronto: 416.484.5067
• 1165 Bethune Dr. N., Gravenhurst • 815 Muskoka Rd. 3 N., Huntsville • 2569 HWY 60, Dwight
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Muskoka Rock Company is 100% Canadian owned & operated. Muskoka Rock Company products are100% Canadian Shield Stone.

CANADIAN
SHIELD GRANITE
INSIST ON IT
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From Haliburton and Huntsville, to Halifax and Hong Kong,

We’ve been building award-winning
log & timber homes since 1979!

confederationloghomes.com
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every
purchase
can build brighter futures.

THIS IS
NOT THE
SOLUTION
Call GENERATOR SOLUTIONS
today to shed some light
on your emergency plan.

Automatic Standby
Generator

Be amazed by the selection of
furniture, decor, appliances and
more at Habitat for Humanity
ReStore.
Minden ON 705-286-1003
8 spring 2021

Find your nearest ReStore at habitat.ca/ﬁnd-a-ReStore
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A note from Colin and Justin
Hello, and welcome to Here with Colin and Justin. The very essence of life in the
rural space, Here is an exciting, quarterly magazine based in Ontario’s magical
Cottage Country. With the emphasis on informative, inspirational content, our
new mag will be a style bible, a lifestyle compass and a guide to all that's good
in cottage country.
Building on the success of our TV shows Cabin Pressure and Great Canadian
Cottages, and of course our Globe and Mail best selling book Escapology, Here
will profile cottage country – from Muskoka and Georgian Bay, to Haliburton
and The Kawarthas – yet somehow reimagined and revitalized.
In this, our inaugural issue, we’ll explore, courtesy of our sunroom guide, the
possibilities of bug-free summers, we’ll share real estate counsel to help bag the
biggest price come sales time, and we’ll appraise style trends to help make more
of your cottage on a daily basis. Did somebody say: “Feel good factor 101?”
Aye we’ve got you covered.
If looking to detail your landscape with a pond, celebrity gardeners Ben and
Mark Cullen’s guide will float you in the right direction, whilst Christy Wright
has the lowdown on accessories to help embrace summer 2021. Learn about all
things “fowl” with Lisa Harrison’s guide to keeping chickens; and take it from
us, it’s clucking fabulous! But wait: with a surfeit of fresh eggs, you’ll want to
hatch some delicious recipes, huh? Worry not: Daniela Pagliaro has some
cracking ideas.
In Come From Away, Here explores a surge in interest amongst urbanites keen
to discover a more tranquil existence, and, crucially, the ability to work from
home. Who are these new, rural aspirants? And what, precisely, do they do?
All is revealed.
After a weary winter of enforced lockdowns, many of us are anxious to exercise
– Kaileigh Nicols’ yoga guide will have you rolling out your mat and stretching.
And finally, due – in part – to the burgeoning global travelling community and
films like Nomadland, RVing is now more popular than ever. But is a “wheels up”
existence for you? Marc Atchison rolls with the flow to provide all the answers.
Without further ado, we’d like to help you lead your best life and escape, if
even for a few stolen moments. Aye, grab a coffee (or better still a glass of
wine) head for your favourite chair and enjoy your own piece of paradise,
courtesy of our new magazine, right Here (it’s where you are) in Cottage
Country. Enjoy!
Colin and Justin
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Here: Exploring the New
Rural Lifestyle
Here. It’s where you are: a landscape stretching
from the shores of Georgian Bay, eastward
through the Haliburton Highlands and south to
the lakes of the Kawarthas.
It’s Ontario’s Cottage Country – reimagined and
revitalized.
Central Ontario is experiencing the fastest growth
since Confederation. A population of former city
dwellers – educated, travelled, skilled and savvy –
is making its way north, escaping the physical and
mental confines of city life to find something new,
something better beyond the concrete highways
and glass towers – Here.
Here is dotted with resort towns and former
industrial towns. It’s infused with natural assets –
lakes, hills, rivers and forests; peopled by
industrious, storied locals and those who have
joined them to explore and invest in small-town
life. It’s a region brimming with opportunities to
embrace and enjoy the New Rural Lifestyle –
nothing less than a more real, more fulfilling and
happier way of life.
The New Rural Lifestyle is what happens when
you add thousands of new, capable people to
established, small country communities. It’s
entrepreneurial. It’s real. It involves shifting the
focus from oneself to what’s around you, fully
engaging with the people and landscape of one of
the most beautiful places in the world.
Here With Colin and Justin is the standard bearer
of the New Rural Lifestyle. Here shows newcomers
how to settle, connect, grow and make a
difference. Here gives them the tools and
information they need to make the most of rural
life, and the most of life itself.
Here is about:
• Building homes that reflect values of quality,
durability, sustainability and responsibility;
• How towns are revitalizing and reinventing
themselves;
• Setting up successful professional practices,
businesses, shops and workshops;
• Engaging in volunteer opportunities;
• Solving problems and building communities;
• Enjoying the outdoors and nature;
• Buying local first;
• Living an authentic life.
Here is where you are.

14

Keeping it real estate
C+J offer up the basic steps to
help tempt those big bucks

52

Do you give a cluck? Keeping chickens in
Cottage Country

It can be a garnish or a glaze, or it can
be the main event

Egg-centric chickens

Ode to the humble egg

41

19

Just add water
Explore pond life
with Ben & Mark
Cullen

Escape to the
country

From Arizona to
Eagle Lake

61
Road trip!

Ready to get your nomad
on with an RV road trip?

28

44

65

Keep the bugs at bay with a screened
sun room

Colin and Justin’s Key Trends
Tip List

Scale back and explore the New Rural
Lifestyle

Bring the outdoors in
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Cabin style

Come from away
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Outdoor living spaces will build value
to your cottage when it comes time to sell.

Keeping it real
estate
Even astride a buoyant real estate market,
you can still tailor your cabin’s aesthetic
to maximize profitability. Here are the
basic steps to help tempt those big bucks.
by Colin and Justin

14 spring 2021

There’s no doubt about it: 2020, and 2021 thus far, have witnessed
unprecedented gains across Ontario’s real estate community.
Whether domiciled in the city, suburbs or exurbs, chances are
you’ve seen sizeable dollar uplift.
National values in March, as calculated by the Home Price
Index, rose 20.3 per cent (compared to the same month last year)
according to the Canadian Real Estate Association. And as
demand continues to outstrip supply, gains such as these are set
to continue.
To help clients make inroads into the urban real estate market,
we’ve counselled many to invest in cottage country. A dalliance,
as we see it, with the “buy, reno and flip” sensibility – to muster
extra buying power – makes sound sense.
A couple for whom we’ve done significant work in Toronto’s
Moore Park enclave, were short on funds to make their ultimate
Rosedale dream come true. And so, some 18 months past, we
advised them to invest in Cottage Country. Whilst their available
purse didn’t stretch to Muskoka, it allowed them access to
Haliburton (where topography is identical but price points
leaner), where they bought and flipped a cottage, resulting in a
near $435,000 profit. A tidy sum indeed, even post tax and
associated project costs, and a figure that finally augmented –
and ultimately helped deliver – the Rosedale aspirants dream.
So yes, undeniably, the cottage market is alive and well. Demand,
in fact, has accelerated beyond the expectations of many.
One realtor, Stefan Kontos of eXp Realty Brokerage Inc. in
Haliburton, telegraphed the tale of a cottage in Severn with a guide
price of $399,000 that attracted more than 70 offers, 180 showings
and eventually sold for more than $375,000 over asking.

His advice to renovators focused on optimizing yield?
“Showcase ‘functionality,’ no matter what you’re selling.
Endeavour to create living spaces outdoors to build further value.
In today’s market, cottages that mightn’t previously have achieved
over asking are outperforming expectation.” So does that, we
enquire, mean everything sells? “Let’s just say those in better
condition, which represent the least work, always do better."
His sagest counsel? “Ensure septics are in good working order
and keep track of documentation to support this. Landscaping
should be well planned and wiring and plumbing should be in
sound condition. And showcase the very best version of your
kitchen.”
Pausing, for a moment, he adds: “While it might not be necessary
– or indeed cost efficient – to refit from scratch, small changes make
all the difference and will help buyers ‘attach’ to your place before
another. Consider replacing dated counters with slick quartz,
repainting cabinet doors or simply switching out faucets and
hardwares. First impressions, huh?”
The effusive realtor's counsel is similar where bathrooms are
concerned. "In-floor heating," he suggests, “retiling, good lighting
or even a smart new mirror can radically improve allure. These,
after all, are the rooms people buy fully furnished, so make the
best of what you have to temp top dollar.”
Yes indeed, opportunity lies in wait. When preparing any home
for market, whether on screen or off, we follow a simple template.
We put ourselves in the shoes of any prospect sizing up our latest
offering. We need them to fall in love from the moment they leave
their vehicle and wander the well-maintained path to our
perfectly painted front door.
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WHY PAY RETAIL, BUY DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER

DREW & KRISTIN

Be Sure To Follow
Us Online!

BISHOP
ELITE SERVICE. LOCAL KNOWLEDGE.

This may be your 1st, 2nd or
even 3rd Real Estate Transaction.
We’ve done this HUNDREDS of times.

ATE.
REAL EST
WE DO.
T
A
H
W
’S
IT
When renovating for profit, we typically allocate 15 to 20 per
cent of overall project costs to exterior grooming. Sympathetic
groundwork “shows” well and needn’t cost the earth: a little
sweat equity (vista pruning to improve lake views, seeding lawns
to add verdant appeal or simply refinishing decks and terraces)
goes a long way.
Is parking sufficient? Should we create a spot for vehicles to
turn? Roofs should be clear of debris and drains and gutters
should flow freely. It’s not rocket science: the more niggling points
we can negate, the better.
Is our dock in good shape? Might power washing amplify its
appeal? If there’s room for a sun lounger or two, so the floating
platform reads as more than simply a place to tie up a boat, then
all the better. Bearing in mind that summer is critical for
cottagers, attendant bells and whistles should show at their
absolute best.
Next up: siding. If that which you already have can be
improved by cleaning or repainting, it’s definitely worth
considering. The prospect of a job such as this, you see, isn’t
viewed by potential buyers as simply a financial burden, it’s also
considered a hassle. Remove this red flag, and you’ll sharpen your
offering, making your cottage or cabin seem all the more
appealing.
If considering full siding replacement, there are several
contenders: from budget vinyl to pre-painted wood by companies
such as Cape Cod, and from Vic West metal products to James
Hardie cement fibre iterations, the choices are indeed various.
16 spring 2021

Alternatively, select specially milled timber (we’re devoted
Western Red Cedar fans) from yards such as Haliburton Timber
Mart or Muskoka Lumber, and paint, stain or varnish to suit your
cottage. Our favourite option? Classic board and batten, which is
both cost effective and easy to install.
Internally, we suggest giving your home an informal health
check to set buyers’ minds at rest. Sure, the likelihood is they’ll
do their own reports, but a little clear thinking could make the
difference between multiple bids and solitary offers. Hire a
plumber to check pipework, book an electrician to appraise the
state of wiring and ensure gas lines are running clear and
unblocked.
Decoratively, don’t feel pressured to begin from the top, though
touching up paintwork will provide a freshened aesthetic on a
budget, as will polishing floors and cleaning carpets. Ensure
access to windows remains clear, so potential buyers can wander
your space whilst enjoying those tempting vistas at every turn.
Maximising yield, at sales time, comes down to setting
atmosphere and showing the very best face your cottage or cabin
can muster. Whilst it’s tempting to overspend (perpetually in
search of optimized dollar yield), chances are your potential
buyer will be satisfied with a well-cared for shell, into which he,
she, or they can assemble life – and happy times – going forward.
Because that, surely, is what it’s all about.

*

Follow Colin and Justin on Facebook.com/ColinJustin,
Twitter.com/ColinJustin and Instagram.com/colinandjustin

R ALL
CALL US FO

Riverview Furniture was established in 1979,
located in Beautiful Downtown Minden Ontario.
We have over 7,000 sq ft of showroom space
that includes flooring, custom blinds, appliances,
mattresses, upholstered furniture and of course our
handcrafted custom built wood furniture.
Our staple slogan “Built for a Lifetime of Memories”
has helped 1000s of clients design and build custom
pieces for their home and cottages that will last
for many generations.
Come visit Cabin Country located right beside Riverview
Furniture to view many of our beautiful custom pieces.
We pride ourselves in selling over 90% Canadian Made
product. We offer delivery and setup to most areas in
Ontario with an option to ship to most areas in Canada.
Free shop at home service is also available.
Come visit us anytime and let us help make your
dreams a reality. We would like to thank all of our
customers for supporting local businesses.

L
YOUR REA

KRISTIN BISHOP

ESTATE N

EEDS.

DREW BISHOP

Sales Representative

Broker

Kristin@DrewBishop.ca
705 457 7108

Drew@DrewBishop.ca
705 457 7150

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE
4490 KENNISIS LAKE ROAD, HALIBURTON, ON K0M 1S0
OFFICE: 705 754 0880

DREWBISHOP.CA | CHESTNUTPARK.COM

705-286-3167 • 94 Bobcaygeon Rd
DOWNTOWN MINDEN
info@riverview-furniture.com
www.riverview-furniture.com

This is not intended to solicit buyers or sellers currently under contract with another brokerage.
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Escape
to the country

A passive home in a beautiful setting
on Eagle Lake lured Dana and Rose from Arizona
for the good vibes of a four-season wonderland.
by Gale Beeby | photography by Danielle Meredith
When it comes to picture-perfect settings, Dana McMullen knows
a thing or two about the subject.
McMullen, along with his wife Rose Janssen, have opened the
EvergreenCSD Gallery of Fine Art Photography and Design Studio
in downtown Haliburton, Ont., that features some of McMullen’s
spectacular wildlife and landscape photography.
McMullen was a contributing photographer for National
Geographic magazine from 2016 to 2019 and was assigned some
of the magazine’s biggest projects, including capturing the
majesty of both the U.S. National Parks and the Grand Canyon
during their centennial years.
Now he’s brought his immense talents to his new home on
Eagle Lake in the heart of Ontario’s Cottage Country as the design
part of EvergreenCSD, while his wife Rose runs the consulting
and strategy piece – hance the CSD in the name.
It’s the perfect marriage of art and commerce.

Rose Janssen and Dana McMullen
have opened the Evergreen CSD
18 spring
Gallery in2021
downtown Haliburton.
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The gallery features the photography of Dana
McMullen, whose work has appeared in National
Geographic magazine 12 times.

20 spring 2021

Long and winding road

Home sweet home

The road to Eagle Lake involved living in a number of different
locations in the U.S. before relocating to Canada.
While Janssen is from Iowa and McMullen grew up in
Tillsonburg, southeast of London, Ont., the pair met in Atlanta
while working for the same global company. At the time, Janssen
was living in California and McMullen in Waterloo, Ont.
“I worked with her for months before anything (romantic)
happened,” McMullen recalls. “We became friends first. She is an
awesome person.”
“We had – and still have – lots of respect for each other
professionally,” Janssen adds. “I am always proud to put his work
in front of our clients.”
But the strain of a long-distance relationship was too much and
McMullen soon relocated to California to be with Janssen and her
son and daughter.
From there it was a move to Flagstaff, Ariz., and the creation
of EvergreenCSD, which offered communications services, brand
strategy and advertising, as well as consulting with companies on
how best to deal with corporate and employee communications.
Why Flagstaff?
“My daughter went to Northern Arizona University and we
really liked the area. It seemed a good fit at the time,” Janssen
recalls.
McMullen always wanted to open an art gallery in Flagstaff,
but the opportunity never came up.

McMullen and Janssen decided to move to Ontario’s Cottage
Country, partly because of their discomfort with the previous U.S.
administration, but also because of health insurance costs, which,
according to the couple, were more than their mortgage payments.
It was also because they missed the wonderful four seasons
Canada is known for.
“I just needed to be surrounded by nature, living, working,
exploring,” McMullen says. “I missed the four distinct seasons and
Haliburton has the best of all four.”
“There’s a certain feeling that’s hard to explain that
differentiates Haliburton Highlands from other areas in Cottage
Country,” they write on their website, EvrgrnCSD.com. “It’s raw,
natural, untouched and more honest. More trees, rocks, lakes and
wildlife add to the northern experience and leaves you thinking
more north, less south; more granite, less concrete.”
In April of 2020, they moved to Eagle Lake. But not without a
thorough search of properties in Cottage Country.
“We started looking in Muskoka because that’s what I was most
familiar with,” McMullen says. “But this home caught my
attention.
“Located on a secluded site on Eagle Lake, the house was a new
build featuring Scandinavian design, two acres and a good price.
“Also, we liked that it was a passive house and close to
Algonquin Park.” (A passive house uses the sun to heat it in the
winter and the shade of the tree canopy to cool it in the summer.)
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YOUR LOCAL REAL
ESTATE PROFESSIONALS
We are passionate about living and working in the Haliburton
Highlands and are proud to be a full service LOCAL real estate
team. We know, live, and love Haliburton County! With over 90
combined years in real estate, we are expert negotiators that
promise to provide you with pleasing, professional results we

know you will be happy with! What we love most about real
estate is the long lasting relationships we have with our clients
long after their transaction is closed.

“We know, live, and love Haliburton County”

CALL US TODAY FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY LISTING ANALYSIS.
DEMAND FOR PROPERTY IN HALIBURTON COUNTY IS HIGH & INVENTORY IS LOW!

DIAMOND AWARD

www. ParishAndStrano.ca

Rose Janssen with chiweenie Mudge.
The shop at EvergreenCSD features Janssen and
McMullen’s clothing brand called More North.

“It’s all about positioning,” McMullen says. “There is no direct
sunlight in the summer, but in the winter the sun gets through. Also,
the walls are 18- to 24-inches thick with blown-in insulation and an
R value of R96.”
The house is sealed tight, so there are zero emissions, and there is
a high-tech air quality monitoring equipment.

More North
The creation of the gallery – always a part of the couple’s long-term
plan – was accelerated because of the pandemic.
“We had planned to work out of our home on Eagle Lake, but
when the work slowed down because of COVID, and projects
were put on hold, it helped us to decide to open the gallery
sooner,” McMullen says.
“We needed to force our own destiny,” Janssen adds. “We shopped
around for a location and once we settled on the space at 158
Highland St., we spent three weeks doing the renovations and opened
at the end of November.”
The gallery features McMullen’s spectacular photography, with
much of the work being limited edition metal prints, featuring
salt flats, waterfalls, canyons and bison. Much of the work was
captured while he worked for Xanterra Travel Collection, a park
and resort management company located in Colorado. Many of
the images were taken in Death Valley, the Grand Canyon and
Yellowstone National Park.
“The gallery gives me a chance to display and sell some of the
photographs, as well as tell the stories behind the images,”
McMullen says.
22 spring 2021

The design aesthetic of the gallery is urban chic with a rustic flair.
“There are white leather couches and big rustic benches and metal
sculptures,” Janssen says. “We also wanted it to be comfortable and
inviting so we have layered everything like it is a home.”
There’s not a white wall in sight.
The gallery also features the work of other local artisans, including
wood craftsmen and sculptures and Evergreen’s new brand of
clothing and home decor, More North.
“I’m also working on a coffee table book, which will be called More
North, with images of the Haliburton Highlands,” McMullen says.

We’ve got friends
The opening of the gallery in downtown Haliburton, which has been
suffering from the fallout of the pandemic along with the rest of
Canada, was a strategic plan to help revitalize a struggling town.
“Two things pushed us,” Janssen says. “First was filling up an empty
retail space in downtown Haliburton.
“The second was for us. We didn’t know anybody and needed to
meet people, which we weren’t able to do in our secluded spot on
Eagle Lake. And we’ve met some great people, people who will be
life-long friends.
“Now, more stores are opening in empty spaces. There is a new
barber and a new sports store.”
“There is a booming population up here and newcomers want to
support local shops and local artisans,” McMullen adds.
“We’ve have felt nothing but good vibes.”

*

Find out more at EvrgrnCSDGallery.com and EvrgrnCSD.com

John Parish | 705- 457-5485 | john@parishandstr ano.ca
Jeff Str ano | 705-761-7629 | jeff@parishandstr ano.ca
Andrea Str ano | 705- 457-5984 | andrea@parishandstr ano.ca
Marj Parish | 705- 455-2211 | marj@parishandstr ano.ca

DEREK

BEACHLI
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING QUALITY
DREAM HOMES FOR

20

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
NEW HOMES
RENOVATIONS
705-457-7341
DEREK@BEACHLI.CA
BEACHLI.CA

YEARS
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The
ribbon
of life

The transitional area between
aquatic and terrestrial is a critical
habitat for local wildlife and requires
our collective small-scale efforts to
reduce the effects of climate change.
by Kaileigh Nichols

24 spring 2021

Natural shorelines will improve the lives, both
human and non-human, of those around you.
Photography by Spencer Wynn

Water, the resource we depend on for life on Earth
is under immense pressure. There are many
contributing factors to the health of water, far too
many created by or made worse by human
influences and practices.
The watersheds and waterways in the
Ontario’s cottage country are particularly
vulnerable to changes and pressures brought
about by development as people move from big
cities and opt to reside in cottage country (the
Canadian dream?). With these new pressures
comes greater responsibility to support wildlife
and the waterways we depend upon.
As more people choose to set up camp along
the shores of freshwater lakes in this region,
critical fish spawning habitat and feeding
grounds for fowl and other wildlife have seen
significant negative impacts as a result. Now
more than ever is the time to act and do our part
to mitigate changes in our environment to not
only reduce the impacts of climatic changes but
to ensure the longevity of our natural
environment for future generations.
Sure, sure, you’ve heard this all before. Climate
change is bad, blah blah blah. It’s all doom and
gloom and the problems are way too big for any
one individual to make a significant impact on a
global scale without some kind of breakthrough –
like a sea-garbage-collecting-machine.
Here’s where I like to bring in the power of local
community breakthroughs. You won’t be able to

save the islands of Tuvalu – a 26-sq-km
Polynesian country situated in Oceania that is
basically already underwater due to rising sea
levels – but you can work within your
community to make a meaningful impact on
a small scale to improve the lives, both human
and non-human, of those around you. Not
only will you get a great sense of satisfaction
by helping your neighbourhood egrets and
frog friends, but you'll contribute to the health
of the local ecosystem and generally make the
areas you live in nicer for you and your family
for the long term. Let’s not underestimate the
power of our collective small-scale efforts in
reducing impacts of climate change.
One effective way to improve your
immediate surroundings, if you have
waterfront property, is to promote and
support shoreline naturalization efforts.
This so-called “Ribbon of Life” is the
transitional area between aquatic and
terrestrial and is a critical habitat for almost
all animals. Seventy per cent of terrestrial
wildlife and 90 per cent of aquatic species use
this area at some stage in their life cycle for
food, water, shelter, and/or breeding.
There are many different kinds of
shoreline naturalization and successful
techniques depend on slope, soil type,
erosion and other factors specific to each
site. There isn’t a one-size-fits-all approach

that will work for every piece of shoreline.
But fret not!
In Muskoka, the Muskoka Watershed
Council has a free program (muskoka
watershed.org) to help people in the region
with growing concerns over loss of critical
habitat within the Ribbon of Life, aptly
named “The Natural Edge.” The program’s
free “Shoreline Re-Naturalization Starter Kit”
comes complete with everything you need
to start your Earth-saving project journey
and includes:
• Free site visit;
• Customized re-naturalization planting
plan for your shoreline property;
• 50 native plants including trees, shrubs
and wildflowers;
• Coconut fibre pads to deter grass from
growing around new plantings;
• Tree guards for all deciduous trees;
• Mulch for your wildflowers;
• Plant Care Guide with instructions on
how to take care of your new plants;
• Habitat Creation Guide;
• Wildflower Garden Guide.
Not to mention the thousands of other
resources available online to help you and
your neighbours with your environmentsaving-local-breakthrough project.
By actively contributing to shoreline
naturalization you will make your waterfront

nicer and safer to enjoy and provide critical
habitat for local plant and animal
communities and help to filter contaminants
out of the water.
The simple act of planting along the shore
will reduce erosion and increase soil stability
thereby protecting the shoreline from future
degradation. Native plants promote healthy
ecosystems and support other native species,
both aquatic and land-dwelling. Grasses and
wildflowers increase the overall soil health
whereas woody shrubs stabilize soils with
complex root structures. Generally, projects
with a variety of plants tend to be the most
successful and are typically low maintenance,
meaning less work for you.
Well, you’ve made it this far, hopefully this
has sparked some inspiration within you!
What are you waiting for? Pick up the phone
and call your neighbours. The world isn’t
going to save itself!

*

Kaileigh Nichols has a degree in
environmental resource sciences with a
specialization in restoration and
rehabilitation, and a degree in digital
geography and GIS (geographic information
system) and has been very active in science
data collection. She is also certified in the
Ontario Stream Assessment Protocol and the
Ontario Benthic Biomonitoring Network.
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Solar Power
After a year of anxiety, a sunny splash of colour will make
you happy. Global colour authority Pantone chose
Illuminating yellow as one of their colours of the year for
2021 as a way for the pandemic-weary to inject a little
energy into their lives and help us overcome the continuing
uncertainty we have all experienced. Perhaps yellow also
represents the light at the end of the tunnel. We can hope!
by Gale Beeby
Black Eyed Susans

Prices vary depending on source & size.

Omtänksam Throw
Ikea.ca $29.99

If you’re going to be refreshing your Muskoka chairs, paint them
with Pure Joy 327 by Benjamin Moore to bring the sunshine.

Velvet Flat Pouf

CrateAndBarrel.ca $149

Seat Cushions

TheApolloBox.com From $51
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Hachiman Storage Collection
Chapters.Indigo.ca From $19.50
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Bring the
outdoors in

The screened porch is an utter must have.
If, that is, you hope to enjoy summer days
devoid of entomological invasion.
by Colin and Justin | photography by Robert Newnham
Damn the relentless army of black flies and mosquitoes whose
collective impact (as they transform warm days into a zombie
feeding frenzy of flying invaders) should never be underestimated.
With whisky infused blood coursing our veins, we – from past
experience, certainly – seem particularly delicious. Little wonder,
then, the last mozzie who feasted on our pasty flesh checked in
to The Betty Ford Clinic, post pierce and suck, to rehabilitate.
But hey: we shan’t be beaten. Rather than dousing ourselves
in unwelcome chemicals, hiding behind a firewall of burning
citronella, or walking around head to toe in less than fetching
mesh suits (how very X-Files) we prefer adding screened additions
to our cottage renos to serve as safe “outdoor” zones where life
can continue sans interruption.
Seasonal porches, of course, come in many guises to satisfy a
host of requirements. A bug screened aluminium enclosure, for
example, positioned around a main entranceway, could be a
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useful mudroom to accommodate shoes and wet swimsuits.
Alternatively, a screened wraparound enclosure could serve as a
sitting room in which to relax on rattan sofas whilst sipping
delicious Mint Juleps. Similarly, a timber-framed addition
(complete with rain baffling inserts and bug screens) could work
well to accommodate all manner of dining and warm weather
gatherings. The possibilities, quite literally, are endless.
Before considering any form of addition, however, it’s
important to consult your local township, taking into account the
proposed addition’s size, setback from property lines, shared
roads, sewage systems and water’s edge, just like you would if
adding any structure. So, ask …. before you start building.
Follow Colin and Justin on Facebook.com/ColinJustin,
Twitter.com/ColinJustin and Instagram.com/colinandjustin
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C+J’s 10-Point Screened Room Wish List
• Placement is paramount: Appraise cross breezes
to keep you cool in summer and carefully consider
where your new room should be positioned to take
advantage of sunsets or beautiful lake views.
• Enhance current architecture: Any addition
should embolden, rather than detract from, your
cottage’s overall presence. Adding the sunroom
featured here transformed everything, imbuing, as
it did, the previously modestly-scaled cottage with
an expansive ranch feel. Employing the same colour
combo (painted grey siding and warm cedar
timber) that appears on the main building, our
extension positively enhances the overriding
structure. Wherever possible, endeavor to raise
ceiling height as this will make smaller footprints
seem eminently more commodious, whilst allowing
your porch to feel cooler due to its higher – and
therefore breezier – scale.
A ceiling fan, outdoor-grade granite flooring layered
with hide rugs, well placed lighting and a comfy sofa
make this a bug-safe place to rest and relax.

• Style your sunroom as you would an indoor
room: The most successful sunroom additions solve
indoor problems such as a lack of dining or
secondary living space. Ensure your addition
enhances the cabin’s overall experience and dress to
impress with smart rugs, standout cushions and
accessories. Aye, if it looks special, you’ll feel special!
• Add a season: We specified the Weathermaster
Plus system (from Sunspace Sunrooms) because it
offers bug netting and clear memory vinyl panes to
keep out rain and snow without the hassle of
boarding up apertures when colder climes descend.
The vinyl panes effectively extend the room’s
usability well into a third season, providing optimal
bang for our buck.
• Music: Invest in Bluetooth or WiFi wireless
speakers so you can select where you want music
and how loud it should be in each zone. Symfonisk
speakers by Sonos (at Ikea.ca) offer great aural
quality and the ability to stream and control music
form your smartphone. Stellar tech at a great price:
what’s not to like?

• Lighting: An important feature in any space –
indoors or out – and the more controllable the
better. Consider adding wall or floor sockets so you
can plug in table lamps to suffuse the porch with
warm, welcoming pools of illumination. Small
lamps, for example, flanking a console table, would
make a huge difference to the relaxation vibe in
your sunroom as day yields to night.
• Air quality: Auspiciously positioned electric
fans will pick up and distribute breezes (and
their cooling effects) to stop your sunroom
overheating. Many of today’s ceiling models look
amazing, but floor standing options can work
just as well as long as you shop for variants that
enhance, rather than old school models that
defuse, your prevailing style vibe. Yup, always
think form and function.
• Outdoor waterproof flooring: Oft beset with
heavy foot traffic, sun porches need flooring that’s
as robust as the ground outside, but with a level of
sophistication that’s appropriate indoors. Exterior
grade timber or stone are ideal, each being
attractive and suitably hardwearing. But don’t
forget to treat your sun porch like a proper room:
layer in a rug to soften the look and add a welcome
shot of colour.
• Go large: Mindful of planning allowances, and if
budget allows, endeavor to make your sunroom as
spacious as possible. Up scaling by as little as a
couple of feet – in any direction – will amplify the
overall feeling of space whilst allowing you to do
more for limited additional costs.
• A bug-free life: Most important is the avoidance
of mosquitos, bugs and other airborne critters. To
this end, undertake an annual inspection to ensure
screens remain tight and in good condition and that
door gaps (and spaces in timber joints) are filled
wherever possible. Mosquitoes, after all, are small,
invasive and utterly determined … and without
careful attention, they WILL find you!

*

SUPPLIERS
Bug screen window system: SunspaceSunrooms.com | Plans and timber frame creation: DiscoveryDreamHomes.com
Contractor: Derek Beachli Construction, beachli.ca | Timber frame: RealCedar.com
Timber supplier: Nuforest Products, NuForest.com | Haliburton granite floor: McBain Quarries Inc, 705.754.5821
Overhead fan: Fanimation at FanShoppe.com | Sofa, side lamps, floor lamps and hide rugs: Ikea.ca
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ADVERTISEMENT

For the community, with the community
RPM has grown with the community over the past 10 years and is about to
branch out and radically change what it brings to Haliburton.
Ann and Alan Gordon moved to Haliburton in 2000 because of its
natural beauty and the strong community spirit that has developed
among its locals, cottagers and visitors.
In 2010, after selling their technology company, they turned their
attention to helping numerous local Haliburton businesses and
organizations with their strategies and operations.
A year later, they purchased the iconic Kosy Korner Restaurant, the
main street gathering spot that has been a family tradition since 1935.
And in 2012, they purchased Roberts and Wedgewood Marinas and
began the development of the RPM Marinas company. The acquisition
of a third marina, Thompson’s in Coboconk, happened in 2015 and
has given them a foothold in the market second to none in the region.
As part of the business community, RPM has focussed on
providing employees with full-time employment where possible. To
do this, RPM now sells and services powersports equipment, thus
allowing them to keep their staff employed on a year-round basis.
When not-for-profit organizations needed assistance, RPM has
reached out, advocating on their behalf and offered financial
assistance when and where appropriate.
In 2016, Ann and Alan were victims of a criminal fraud and have
had to turn internally to protect the companies they operate in the
county. Many organizations and people within the community

KAWARTHA LAKES • MINDEN • HALIBURTON • PETERBOROUGH

reached out to assist wherever possible.
The extent of the disruption has taken five years to remedy and
the assistance provided by the community has been an inspiration
to Ann and Alan. RPM and Kosy employees have worked tirelessly
with the Gordons through these difficult times and helping to bring
the companies through what would have been the impossible.
RPM is now ready to move forward and over the next several
weeks, it will make a number of announcements relating their
powersports and marine businesses.
As well, Ann and Alan will introduce you to their employees and
describe some of their business activities that you may not know about.
It's said that challenges make us stronger. That's definitely true
for the Gordons, RPM and Kosy Korner. They're ready to continue
working with the community that supported them through the years
following the fraud. With their year-round staff and three locations,
RPM is central to the lives of so many – from marine, to powersports,
to storage and repairs. The Gordons are now ready to continue their
efforts to helping the economy of the county.
Stop by and you’ll discover the kind of customer service and
community spirit that helped the Gordons triumph against one of
their toughest tests.
Find out more at rpmmarinas.com

by

WINDOWS & DOORS

SUNROOMS

PORCH ENCLOSURES

Windows
Open

INCREASED
LIFESPAN

ENERGY
EFFICIENT

BUG & RAIN
PROTECTION

3 & 4 SEASON
MODULARS

WHEN OPEN:
75% VENTILATION

WHEN CLOSED:
RAIN PROTECTION

nortechwindows.com
Thank you for supporting Local. Family. Quality.
Ann and Alan Gordon own RPM Marina and the
Kosy Korner restaurant in Haliburton.
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705.738.0304 | 1.866.640.0206 | info@nortechwindows.com
3300 County Rd 36, Bobcaygeon
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A hen looks out of her coop at
Killara Station in Minden.

The different breeds of hens
produce eggs of different colours.

Egg-cellent chickens
The hunt is on to find golden eggs.
That is, golden-yolked, farm-fresh eggs from your own hens.
What better place to make it happen than cottage country?
by Lisa Harrison | photography by Danielle Meredith

What came first, the chicken or the egg?
Well, the answer depends on whether
you choose to start your coop with
incubators or go straight to the purchase
of laying hens. It’s entirely up to you, the
newest poulter on the block.
In fact, the trend toward homesteading
has grown rapidly in recent years,
especially with the COVID-19 pandemic.
More of us are living off the grid, growing
our own produce, even raising our own
livestock – especially chickens.
Suppliers such as Minden Mercantile
and Feed Co. Inc. have definitely noticed
the spike. In March, it was already
scheduled to send out thousands of
chickens over the next few months and
the earliest availability for the next orders
of laying hens was August.
“(We’re seeing) a lot of first-timers,”
says owner Marc Wilkens. “A lot of people
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have got extra time on their hands
because they’re not allowed to go out as
much because of COVID, and perhaps
they’re concerned about economic
futures, so they want to do their own eggs
or have their own meat birds.”
Local poulterers cite numerous benefits
to homegrown eggs.
“You know where your food comes
from, you know what your chickens have
been eating,” says Susan MacDonald of
Killara
Station,
a
multi-business
homestead in Minden. MacDonald and
her husband, Randy, keep a flock of 300
chickens and sell organic eggs.
Commercial eggs, even the organic
versions, just can’t beat the flavour of
fresh homegrown, adds MacDonald.
Hens are easy to raise, and they help
with pest control by eating insects, adds
Melissa Poulstrup of Fur and Feathers

Muskoka, a livestock, feed and equipment
supplier in Bracebridge.
There are also more intangible benefits,
according to Poulstrup.
“Raising chickens contributes to good
mental health as a result of caring for
them. They can give you stress relief by
being a distraction to daily life.”

Which comes first?
Before you start on your new venture,
research the regulations, costs and time
requirements to make sure it’s right for
you.
Check your municipality’s regulations
and those of the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
(OMAFRA). Regulations generally govern
areas such as permissible locations,
management and treatment, housing,
environment and feed and water.
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The hens at Killara Station are allowed
free range on the property.

Susan MacDonald of Killara Station
feeds her laying hens.

For example, the City of Kawartha
Lakes has traditionally limited chicken
coops to properties of 10 acres or more.
Recently, rising interest in raising hens in
more urban areas led to a Facebook
campaign to change this. In March the city
council directed staff to amend
regulations to permit “backyard chickens”
in certain residential areas for a two-year
pilot project. The necessary bylaws to
authorize this are to come before council
in the second quarter of this year.
If regulations are favorable to your
project, consider your budget and
schedule against your fixed and potential
costs, including brood stock, housing,
feed, electricity, veterinarian fees, and
your time – including post-COVID timing.
Finally, have a Plan B, says MacDonald.
“I end up with a lot of hens where
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people go, ‘I thought it would be a good
idea, but you know, I just don’t have the
time.’ ”

Don’t count your hens before
they hatch
It’s less expensive to buy eggs or chicks to
raise on your own than to buy laying hens
but starting from scratch isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be.
Egg incubation is a game of chance.
How many of the eggs will be viable?
What will you do with any unwanted
roosters? It’s back to the mercantile for
more eggs and another spin of the roulette
wheel.
Chicks require special equipment due to
their size, in part because they’re
remarkably good jumpers, according to
MacDonald. If a chick lands in an adult

dish and can’t get out, it can drown in the
water dish or defecate and/or die of thirst
in the food dish.
MacDonald highly recommends firsttimers start with laying hens, usually
about four to six hens for one family.
Keep in mind that not all breeds lay
daily, and laying slows in winter when
hens take an annual rest period or are
channeling energy toward keeping warm.
As for the care and feeding of chickens,
Poulstrup describes a typical day for a
poulterer.
“Feed, water and collect eggs at close to
the same time. Observe the chickens for
behaviour changes. Look for injuries or
health concerns on chickens caused by
environmental factors or other chickens
pecking them. You will need to segregate
the injured or sick chickens.”

Clean the coop as needed and examine
it for signs of predators and for holes in
walls and floors.
In winter, look for signs of frostbite on
combs, wattles and feet, shovel the
entrance and roof, thaw the water, add
extra bedding if needed and increase
artificial light for egg production,
Ploustrup adds.
Windows may need to be adjusted for
proper air flow to eliminate the ammonia
buildup from droppings.
Owners often hold and pet their
chickens, which adds to the time required
for daily management.

Why the chicken crossed the
road
Chickens instinctively know to run for
cover when a predator such as a hawk

appears, but they’re not always successful
and they’re less aware of other threats.
You’ll have to protect them from all
cottage country predators, which include
some dogs and cats as well as foxes,
coyotes, raccoons, skunks, minks, fishers
(the weasel, not the angler), owls and
even crows.
MacDonald allows her sizeable brood
free range on the property. She keeps
roosters, known for their noise, and a
chicken-friendly herd dog to protect the
hens. She says the only time this didn’t
work was when a band of foxes drew the
dog away so a lone fox could grab a hen.
Guinea fowl are also good guardians,
says Wilkens.
“One of the first lines of defence for an
animal is making a lot of ruckus, a lot of
noise, and chickens for some reason,

unless they're being attacked, don’t
necessarily do so, but guinea fowl make a
lot of noise and they also go up into the
trees for nesting, so they can see
everything going on from a distance.”
Just be mindful if you have close
neighbors who don’t want the noise or the
birds in their trees, too.

All cooped up
Building plans are readily available for
hen coops and pens, from tractors (mobile
combination units) to large coops with
extended pens. You can also choose to
purchase ready-made coops, with some
urban-style models running over $20,000.
MacDonald recommends building your
own by upcycling old materials.
“You can upcycle a building that you
already have or a small structure,” says
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Raising chickens is good for your mental health,
says Melissa Poulstrup of “Fur and Feathers” Muskoka.

How do you
like your eggs?
The world of chickens contains hundreds of species. This gives owners significant choice in
areas such as hen colour, size and productivity, egg colour and size and yolk colour.
The red sex-link is the most popular laying breed as it has high productivity, according to
Susan MacDonald of Killara Station.
Melissa Poulstrup of Fur and Feathers Muskoka notes that ISA brown chickens “are great
commercial chickens” that have a stocky appearance, lay consistent medium brown eggs
and are inexpensive”.
However, her first recommendation is heritage breeds.
“Heritage breeds are known to live longer, mate naturally and have larger egg size and
quantity,” says Poulstrup. “They are known to adapt to more severe environments, are a
dual-purpose chicken in that they provide eggs and can be butchered for meat and are
distinctly coloured and shaped differently than commercial chickens.”
Specifically, she points to the ameraucana and chantecler breeds.
“Ameraucana chickens have beautiful green eggs and have multicoloured feathers and
markings. Chantecler is a true Canadian chicken, is dual purpose and lays large brown
eggs.”
She also recommends silke chickens.
“They are a fancy breed that are docile, are fun for adults and kids due to their “furry”
feathers but lay a small egg. They have five toes on each foot and have black skin.”
Those who prefer white eggs can order white leghorns. Those looking for the unusual may
want to choose the azure blue, which produces blue eggs.
MacDonald. “And then you’re not spending
the money if you’re going to find out a
year or two later that you don’t really
want to be doing it.”
Poulstrup agrees. She suggests a wooden
building with a 6/12 hip roof to support the
snow load, raised off the ground to deter
rodents from burrowing under the ground
and up into the floor of the coop.
“Make sure the size you build or buy
can be realistically maintained by you.”
Include window(s) with screens to
allow ventilation and natural light and
nesting boxes and a perch.
Also have “a door to secure them at
night against predators, a motion light
and/or a radio to deter predators and an
electrical source to allow a heat lamp and
water heater.”
If you’re building a run pen rather than
allowing your hens free range, create a
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fenced-in run, preferably with a roof and
a ramp to allow the chickens to walk in
and out, and metal fencing two-feet high
around the sides to prevent predators
from chewing through to get at the flock,
says Poulstrup.
Electrified fencing is more expensive
but is a better deterrent. Running chicken
wire under the pen, seamed with the
fencing, will keep predators from
burrowing.
“The size is dependent on the number
and breed of chickens,” adds Poulstrup.
“The larger the fenced-in run, the happier
the chickens will be.”

Be prepared to chicken out
Despite their best research and plans, some
new poulterers find they need to fly the
coop early on (hence the need for a Plan B).
Managing a brood isn’t all sun and

games. For instance, chickens don’t like
rain or snow. They tend to get parasites
and must be inspected and treated.
Keeping a sand bath handy helps the birds
flush insects out of their feathers, and
infections are more common in winter
when the hens crowd together for
warmth. MacDonald says her sand bath
mix includes diatomaceous earth, which
is ground from a silica-based sedimentary
rock that is fatal to a variety of insects.
Other challenges include maintaining
good air flow in the coop, which requires
more time in winter to adjust windows
and find the balance between sufficient
air flow and sufficient heat. And of course,
more hen time in the coop means more
poop to scoop.
Perhaps most difficult is the need to
deal with illness and death in your brood.
Get to know your local veterinarians,

MacDonald advises. Your brood may need
occasional veterinary care and, if you’re in
this for the long haul, you and your family
will need to deal with euthanasia many
times. Depending upon several factors,
the current average lifespan of a laying
hen is estimated to be five to eight years.

Feathering your nest
If you decide to share your golden bounty
by selling eggs, you’ll find few restrictions
so long as you remain on your property
(known as a farmgate sale). Be sure to
check out local and provincial regulations
before you begin.
“They should be $6 a dozen minimum
to cover your costs and make a little bit
for your time,” says MacDonald.
A new venture, new animal companions
and a little egg money. The life of a country
poulterer can be golden.

Whatever breed or breeds you choose, keep in mind these tips and answers to a few
frequently asked questions from MacDonald and Poulstrup.
•
•
•
•

Heritage breeds cost more than commercial layers.
If you want brown or green eggs you will pay more for the hen.
A vaccinated hen will cost more than a backyard farmer chicken.
You do not need a rooster to have a hen lay eggs unless you want fertilized eggs in
order to produce chicks.
• If you’re mixing breeds, remember that chickens have a pecking order and smaller
breeds can be injured or killed by larger birds, so they will need to be kept apart.
• Hens take a rest period from laying for a few months in winter. MacDonald suggests
splitting your hen order. For example, one order in March and another in July so that
the birds don’t all enter their rest period at the same time.
Hundreds of breeds are available from mercantile stores and breeders. Order as early as
possible to avoid disappointment due to high demand.
– Lisa Harrison

*
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Just add

WATER
A pond can cool down your yard on a hot day, it never requires
mowing and it will seldom require weeding.
by Ben & Mark Cullen | photography by Mark Cullen

We think that a great garden begins with basic elements: wind, sun,
earth and water.
To a large degree, the first three elements are in place before
we dig a hole or apply a pencil to paper for design. Water adds
texture and life. Moving water adds relaxing sound.
There are practical reasons for adding water to your landscape,
too. A large pond can cool down your yard on a hot day, it never
requires mowing and, if properly built and maintained, it will
seldom require weeding.
Environmentally, ponds are rich. A well-placed and designed pond
can help manage storm run-off during the rainy season and provide
essential habitat for birds, water bugs, amphibians and insects.
How can you build a soothing, ecologically thriving pond in your
own backyard? We have some suggestions.

Hire an expert
It is important to hire somebody who knows what they are
doing. Building a pond is not the same as digging a pool or
laying interlock. We recommend contacting Landscape Ontario
(landscapeontario.com), the association of horticultural
professionals in Ontario, who can direct you to a pond
specialist.

Establish your needs
Start by figuring out how much space you have for a pond and
bear in mind that you will need to check with your municipality
regarding zoning. Over a certain size and depth, you might be
required to add a fence to keep children safe.

Let the ecosystem do the work for you
A pond is far more complex than a stagnant vessel of water, it is
a living system that is constantly changing. Plants, animals,
oxygen and water are interconnected. Follow basic principals to

maintain a balance and to help keep the water healthy and
moderately clear.
To help you get it right the first time we recommend the book
Building Natural Ponds (New Society Publishers) by our friend
Robert Pavlis of Guelph, On.

Go wild with plants
There are plenty of native plant species losing their habitat across
our province, and your backyard pond is an excellent refuge for
many important specimens. Ecologically, plants remove excess
nutrients from the water and increase oxygen levels to improve
the overall health of your pond and those living in your yard,
including you. Some waterplants that we love:
• Bulrush (Scirpus validus) is the classic marshland favourite,
increasingly being pushed out of existence by the more
aggressive and invasive phragmites. If you have ever crushed
a bulrush’s antenna-like seedpod come autumn, you know
there is something immensely satisfying about watching the
seeds float off in the wind. An Ontario childhood memory
worth propagating.
• Water buttercup (Ranunculus) thrives in shallow water
and shorelines, popping out a yellow flower which is a
favourite of bees, flies and beetles (all important pollinators).
• Large Blue Flag (Iris versicolour) is an Ontario native iris
which grows in water and develops a large blue iris flower
come spring. The benefit of planting water iris is that even
when they are not blooming, their grass-like leaves have a
nice visual effect.
• White water lily (Nymphaea odorata). We could not make a
list of favourite native water plants without including the
floating water lilies. They have majestic, perfect flowers
floating on the water’s surface and they also serve a
multitude of ecological purposes as native plants. The leaves

Walter lilies have majestic, perfect flowers and serve a multitude
of ecological purposes, including a hiding place for fish.
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Once your pond has matured, it will attract frogs, toads
and salamanders, as well and butterflies and dragonflies.

shade out algae beneath the water’s surface while providing a
hiding place for fish. A healthy pond should be half-covered with
waterlilies.

Consider a water garden
If one of your garden goals is to maximize the attraction of
beneficial insects, songbirds, butterflies and hummingbirds,
consider a water garden.
The most impactful addition you can make to your garden is
to add still water. A half barrel, a pond or any small container
filled with water and “managed’” with oxygenating plants like
water hyacinths, will attract amphibians, dragonflies and many
more helpful critters in the local environment.
When you are successful in attracting frogs, toads and
salamanders to your water garden, you have achieved a very
special level of success. These creatures breathe through their skin
and are very sensitive to environmental changes and pollution.
Nurture them by not disturbing your water garden too severely
each spring. Provide habitat by placing water plants in your water
garden.
Locate your water feature in part sun. Ideally about 60% of the
surface of the water should be shaded. You can provide shade
using a nearby shade tree, water plants that float and by planting
broad leaved water lilies that produce leaves up to the surface of
the water.
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water droplets on the surface of water plants or in mud, which
can occur at the margin of your pond. Note that dragonfly
nymphs live in still water for up to four years before they mature
into flying adults. Another good reason not to clean your pond
too thoroughly each spring.
A water feature can add many hours of enjoyment to your
gardening experience.

*

Enjoy the show

Mark Cullen is a Member of the Order of Canada. He reaches
over two million Canadians with his gardening/environment
messages every week. Receive his free monthly newsletter at
markcullen.com. Ben Cullen is a professional gardener with a
keen interest in food gardening and the environment. He is the
owner of Cullen’s Foods (cullensfoods.com).

Butterflies and dragonflies love ponds. Especially where water
lilies and other broad-leaved plants sit on the surface of the water.
These flying insects do not use bird baths to either drink from
or bathe. They are both “top heavy” and prefer to drink from

Twitter: @MarkCullen4
Facebook: @MarkCullenGardening
and Pinterest: @MarkCullenGardening

You can follow both Mark and Ben on:
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Cabin Style
2021

Sanctuary, escape and reward:
buzzwords associated with lifestyle in
2021. Cue the Key Trends tip list,
guaranteed to bring out the best in your
cabin on a daily basis.

Thoughtful objects

Wood is always good

Merging beauty and practicality is key for 2021 and, this in mind,
the range of objects for everyday living at Førs Studio totally
delivers. Take, for instance, their Switch Bowl: beautifully curved
and versatile, it can be used as a lidded vessel for sugar, sea salt or
nuts, or cleverly flipped as a domed covered dish.

Timber accessories have always been at home in cottage country,
but for 2021, they’re taking on a refined, simpler approach with the
emphasis on pared-down shapes and muted finishes. Rustic
chopping boards are your best on trend friend, especially when
teamed with natural linen cloths, tea towels and simple wooden
utensils. The look is utilitarian and simple: a joyous daily pleasure.
Items shown here from H&M.

$40 ForsStudio.com

www2.hm.com

by Colin and Justin
After a year of enforced quarantine, Canadians everywhere are demanding more
from their spaces. Not only from a physical perspective (homes, these days, are now
workplaces, schools, bars and gyms), but from the way their abodes feel, and indeed
the mood they deliver.
We’ve long since opined that our homes should be the spaces in which we can be
our truest, safest and happiest selves. This mindset, or so it would certainly appear,
is coming to universal fruition thanks to the current trend of investing (more than
ever before) in our nesting predilections. And so, without further ado, herewith a
roster of thoughtful ideas to make every “home day” feel special.
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Nest is best
Bring a spot of welcome clarity to home office storage with acrylic
trays, drawer units and display cases from Muji. Crafted from
transparent material, the vibe is light, ethereal and clever and
allows you to see exactly where each item is stashed.

If short on space – or simply seeking the flexibility to add more or
less furniture as required – the humble nesting table could be the
answer. Whilst not exactly a new idea, many of today’s variants
ooze more style and sophistication than their predecessors. The
Remy tables from Structube are a great buy, and literally swallow
each other up in a pinch.

Muji.ca

$189 (walnut veneer) $119 (white) Structube.com

Clear thinking
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Landing from Cabana Coast

Create an outdoor living room
Be inspired by this
incredible room designed
by Lynne Knowlton
(LynneKnowlton.com).

CabanaCoast.com | Hauserstores.com

Paint it white
To introduce light, calm and serenity, consider painting everything in a compendium of
soft, creamy tones. Not only is this extremely cost effective, it’s a great way to create a
clean, blank canvas against which you can imprint personal and seasonal style.
If happy spending a little cash on your project, consider new floors in a white washed
look – try Bellman Street Tumbleweed or Monterey Heights Newport flooring from
Taylor Carpet One. Or perhaps white toned quartz kitchen surfaces such as Calacatta
Extra, Chantilly or Royale Blanc from Canadian manufacturer Hanstone.

TaylorCarpetOneHuntsville.com | HanstoneQuartz.com

Layers are the new must have for outdoor seating, with furniture, rugs and fireplaces now critical
components of decks, patios or terraces. Decide on your yard’s best orientation, then anchor a focal point
piece there – this could be an outdoor kitchen elevation, conveniently arranged with proximity to your
dining table, or an outdoor fireplace around which seating can be comfortably ordered. Then add your big
items (sofa and tables, etc.) before adding occasional dressing (like lanterns and patio heaters) and finally
softer elements such as floor rugs, cushions and throws. The smart, modern lines of the Landing outdoor
seating range from Cabana Coast or the Veranda range from Hauser would work well with this look.

Calacatta Extra

Chantilly

Personal mindfulness
Seeking quiet “me” time is more essential than ever
as 2021 rolls. This in mind, there’s no better way to
focus the soul and block out noise than by “creating”
or “making.” This goes some way to explaining why
Lego and jigsaw sales have gone through the roof
over the last twelve months. Cottage country is
fortunate to have its own puzzle masters, courtesy of
The Occurrence, a Haliburton-based team who make
amazing jigsaws that’ll keep you centred and quiet
for hours. “Haliburton County Roadmap” and “Red
Canoe’ jigsaws are our faves!

$26 TheOccurrence.ca

Veranda from Hauser
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Texture is the way forward

Look local for inspiration

A surefire way to make your cabin special is to make it feel as
good as it looks – cue fabrics and finishes that are structured and
rewarding to touch. Fingertips, you see, are amongst the body’s
most sensitive parts, with around 100 nerve endings just waiting to
be stimulated. Hang soft Turkish towels from Up River Trading
Company against a timber wall, or add visual texture with rattan
furnishes or clusters of woven bins. All baskets shown available
from HomeSense.

When we think about cottage country, we imagine the ice age and
the stoic glaciers that created the rugged, granite shield upon
which we now stand. Feeling inspired? Consider a beautiful
pathway made from large format granite pavers: great hefts such
as these always look wonderful. Or take this logic even further and
create an outdoor granite detailed room, complete with fireplace,
dining area and a dedicated zone for reclining. For rock-solid
inspo, dig deep into the Muskoka Rock Company.

UpRiverTrading.com | HomeSense.ca

MuskokaRockCompany.com.

Floors for
Home & Cottage
WATERPROOF VINYL PLANK • HARDWOOD • LAMINATE
CARPET • SHEET VINYL • CERAMIC • & MORE

Follow Colin and Justin on Facebook.com/ColinJustin,
Twitter.com/ColinJustin and Instagram.com/colinandjustin

DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FREE ESTIMATES
LIFETIME INSTALLATION GUARANTEE

TAYLOR CARPET ONE
CARPET ONE • Since 1968
705.789.9259TAYLOR
• taylorcarpetonehuntsville.com
®™ Trademarks •
of AIR
MILES International Trading B.V. Used under license by LoyaltyOne, Co., Carpet One Floor &
705.789.9259
taylorcarpetonehuntsville.com
•Home.
Since 1968
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Let’s go

Outside!
It’s the time of year when the great
outdoors is looking even greater: days
are longer, temperatures are on the rise
and we’re spending more time alfresco,
minus the woollies. With that in mind,
here are some of our favourite fresh-air
things that will have you covered
whether you’re trekking the trails or
treating your T-Zone.

Cuts Like a Knife

Blanket Statement

Cosmo knives are heirlooms-in-making.
These bladed beauties are meticulously
handcrafted by the brand’s owner and
founder, Seth Cosmo Burton, on British
Columbia’s Salt Spring Island. Each one is
unique and all are made using sustainably
sourced and harvested local materials and
the highest-quality steel alloys. The
Bushcraft Outdoor Knife (pictured here)
sports a handsome burled maple handle
and is presented in a handmade leather
sheath. Blades can be custom engraved
and handles inlaid with precious stones for
a bit of cottage-country bling.

The backstory to Mini Tipi blankets is as
compelling as its gorgeous designs: this is
a female- and indigenous-owned
Canadian company based in unceded
Algonquin Territory in Gatineau, Quebec.
The brand’s wool-blend blankets feature
culturally driven designs, and the
showstopper bears a wonderfully graphic
thunderbird pattern (the thunderbird
represents power, protection, strength and
survival). We love them just as much as
inspired indoor accessories, perfect
draped over the arm of the sofa, as we do
for the base of a very stylish spring picnic.

$495 cosmoknives.co

$125 minitipi.ca

by Christy Wright
Sounds Good

Pack It Up

The sleek Kicker Bullfrog BF100 Bluetooth
speaker lets you bump your favourite playlist
out of four tiny speakers that have an
impressive 100-foot range. It is completely
waterproof so no need to worry about it
while in the canoe; it can even float it in the
lake or hot tub (“It’s Getting Hot in Here”
anyone?). It’s a speaker phone as well – will
make or take calls – and has a 12-hour
battery life. If you really want to pump up
the jam, customize it with the Kicker
Connect app, which allows you to connect
two speakers together for double the sound.

Fulfilling sushi cravings at the cottage just
got a little easier, thanks to the Nori
Backpack. Just launched in March 2021,
this compact and stylish design features
sushi-inspired butterfly wings that wrap
around the backpack (like a nori roll) to
keep essentials secure. Fun and functional,
it boasts a list of smart features including a
hidden magnet to safely hold ear buds, a
shoulder strap for sunglasses, a charger
for devices and more – all in a semi-hard
shell fabrication that is lightweight,
comfortable and holds its shape.

$150US kicker.com

From $59 kickstarter.com

Turn your deck or dock into a fab yoga
studio with B Yoga’s B Mat. Founded by
Canadian entrepreneur Andrea Morris, B
Yoga is coveted for its super grippy mats
made from eco-friendly rubber. We love
the array of happy-go-lucky colours – as
well as this mutedly sophisticated shade of
cocoa – and how stay-put these made-inCanada mats are. Oh, and if you’re
interested in stuff like that, it’s the yoga
mat of choice for one Meghan Markle.

Rural rays are one of the joys of cottage
life but they can wreak havoc on skin (not
to mention the dangerous and harmful
effects of unadulterated sun). That’s why
we do not – repeat do not – leave the
building without our trusty Salt & Stone
Sunscreen SPF 50 stick. We love that it is
organic, all natural and glides on like
butter. The broad-spectrum protection
works, while ingredients like jojoba and
vitamin E oil pamper. Bonus: it’s waterresistant and easy to carry anywhere. We
stock up on it at our fave Canadian
wellness supplier, Good Goddess.

From $60 byoganow.com

$22 goodgoddess.com

Namaste Day

Christy Wright is a freelance writer
and world traveller. christywrites.ca
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Safety in Numbers
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ode
to the
humble
egg
Ah, the modest egg.
It thickens, leavens and emulsifies.
It can be a garnish or a glaze.
Or it can be the main event.
It is, ultimately, cheap and cheerful!
by Daniela Pagliaro | photography by Nadia Pagliaro
Through my world travels and my most recent journey into handmade
pasta, I have come to believe that the humble egg is the world’s most
versatile ingredient.
Ah, the modest egg. It thickens, leavens and emulsifies. It can be a
garnish or a glaze. It can be the main event, like with Mexico’s famous
breakfast dish, Chilaquiles, it can be a sauce like with Italy’s famous
Spaghetti a la Carbonara, or it can be the deep, yellow binder in handmade
pasta dough.
It’s a demure yet powerful protein-packed pod that can catalyze culinary
alchemy. It comes in its very own eco-friendly packaging. It’s cheap and
cheerful. In the following recipes, the fresh egg takes the cake!

A rural riff on the Traditional Dish
Spaghetti alla Carbonara
Spaghetti alla Carbonara is one of the most famous Italian pasta
dishes. It was my favourite meal to order as a kid when we went
out for family dinners at an authentic Italian restaurant.
This might sound funny coming from someone who makes
fresh pasta for a living, but this dish works best with dry pasta.
Trust me on this!
Traditional carbonara is made with five simple ingredients:
spaghetti seasoned with browned guanciale, black pepper, Pecorino
Romano cheese and beaten eggs. No cream, no garlic, no onion
and definitely no peas! (Guanciale is cured pork jowl or cheeks.
Salted and peppered, it’s left to mature for three months. It has a
lot of flavour and fat; pancetta is drier. If you can find it, use it.)
The “rural riff” on the dish includes fresh eggs, a mix of
Parmigiana and Pecorino Romano, and locally smoked bacon with
a high fat content to mimic the guanciale.
It’s made in a few simple steps, but it’s the attention to detail that
is key to success with this dish. Timing is everything and it must be
enjoyed immediately so the sauce doesn’t dry out.
The other key is the ratio of whole eggs to yolks to achieve that
creaminess we all love. To simplify, remember that it’s one whole
egg for every four people plus one yolk per person.
Cominciamo!
Yield: Makes four servings
Ingredients:
350g dried spaghetti

Directions:
1. Cook pasta according to package instructions. Make sure to
generously salt the water so it tastes like the ocean. When the
pasta is done, reserve 120ml (1/2 cup) of the starchy water
before draining.
2. While the pasta is cooking, heat a large skillet over medium
heat. Add the cubed bacon and cook until it is crispy and golden
and the fat has rendered. Turn off the heat.
3. In a small bowl, whisk the eggs and the cheeses until wellcombined.
4. Return the bacon pan to medium heat and add half of the
reserved pasta water. Gently toss the spaghetti into the pan and
agitate the pan over the heat until the bubbling subsides. Most of
the pasta water will absorb or evaporate.
5. Remove the pan from the heat and add the egg mixture using
a spatula to get all that yummy, golden creaminess into your
pasta. Stir quickly until the eggs thicken. There will be enough
heat to cook the eggs but you have to work quickly to prevent the
eggs from scrambling. If the sauce seems too thick, you can thin
it out with some more of the reserved pasta water, one splash at
a time until it reaches the desired consistency.
6. Grind some black pepper over it liberally and taste for
seasoning. It may not need salt because the bacon and cheeses
have their own saltiness.
7. Serve and enjoy immediately with friends or family. It’s a bit
of performance, so have fun!

200g (about 1/2 pound) locally smoked bacon, cubed
(the fattiest you can find)
1 whole egg plus 3 yolks
64g (½ cup) grated Pecorino Romano cheese
64g (½ cup) grated Parmigiano Reggiano cheese
Fresh cracked black pepper
Tears of the pasta gods, as Pasta Queen likes to call it (starchy
pasta water)
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Farm to table lakeside dining | New gourmet food shop featuring local producers
In house baking | Cocktail kits | VQA wines | Craft beer | Screened in heated patio

Take out available at RhubarbHali.com
@rhubarbhaliburton on Facebook and Instagram

CREATING UNIQUE,
SUSTAINABLE SPACES
FOR LIVING IN
Fresh egg dough and Tagliatelle
As a first-generation Italo-Canadian, I have been enjoying
handmade pasta for decades. My grandmother, Ortenzia
Giordano, was the classic nonna – a second kitchen in her
basement, a front-zippered apron and labouring for hours to
make cannelloni for family gatherings, even into her 90s. She was
the inspiration for my small-batch pasta business, OG Cucina.
This recipe is the gateway to handmade pasta making. Its
beauty is in its simplicity – flour, fresh eggs, water and salt. No
precision cutting required, no machine needed, but you should
use a scale.
Flour is a compressible powder and fresh eggs come in different
sizes, so using cup measurements and counting eggs as though
they’re uniform will make your pasta journey more frustrating.
Andiamo!
Yield: About 450g of pasta or 4 servings
Ingredients:

3. Place your small bowl on the scale and tare. Add two whole
eggs, followed by three egg yolks, then add water until you reach
185g. If you accidentally add too much water, don’t fret. You can
whisk everything together and simply pour some of the mixture
out.
4. Gently pour your wet ingredients into the flour well. Using a
fork, gently beat the eggs until combined, then keep incorporating
the flour into the eggs by scooping around the inside of the flour
mound to slowly incorporate more flour until it’s mostly absorbed
into the egg mixture.
5. At this point, start using your hands and gather it into a loose
ball. This will be messy, so enjoy it!

My Priorities are Your Priorities

6. Knead the dough for about 10 minutes to activate the gluten,
which makes the dough stronger and elastic.

give me a call and get the most from the sale of your property

7. Set aside for 30 minutes in a tight lidded bowl or wrap well in
plastic wrap so it’s airtight.

300g 00 pasta flour: doppio zero (grocery stores that sell PC
products carry it)

8. Once your dough has rested, cut it into four equal pieces. Use
one piece at a time and keep the remaining pieces in the airtight
container or plastic wrap to prevent drying.

185g (3/4 cup) wet ingredients: 2 large eggs plus 3 large egg
yolks, water (see instructions)

9. Generously flour your work surface and rolling pin and roll one
piece at a time into a large, paper-thin sheet. Enjoy the workout!

2 tsp fine kosher salt

10. Once the dough has been rolled out, flour both sides
generously, fold it over in a roll. Cut the roll of pasta into strips
roughly 60cm (¼ inch) thick. Then dust with more flour and
unravel them. Repeat this process with the remaining dough.

Extra flour for preparing to fold and cut the dough
Coarse semolina flour for final dusting and storage (Bob’s Mills
version is readily available)
Directions:
1. Weigh 300g of flour and place in the medium sized bowl, add
the salt and mix thoroughly with a fork. Don’t forget to tare
(reset) the scale with the empty bowl on it first.
2. Heap the flour onto your work surface and make a well in the
centre about 12cm to 15cm (5 to 6 inches) in diameter. You can
use a flat-bottomed measuring cup to do this if you like.
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E: studio@workshop21.ca | T: 705.341.4402
W: workshop21.ca

11. Set cut pasta aside on a tray. I like to sprinkle mine with
semolina flour to prevent sticking. Leave out at room temperature
if you are cooking it immediately or cover and place in the fridge
to be cooked later. The dough may darken if left in the fridge for
24 hours, but it has not gone bad.
12. Boil a large bot of heavily salted water (the key to great
tasting pasta!) and cook your pasta for roughly two minutes.
When it floats to the top, it’s ready. Strain and enjoy with a sauce
of your choice.

Specialized Training in Luxury Marketing

TC

Certiﬁed Negotiation Expert

No Cost | No Commitment Property Evaluations
The Power of the World-Wide Re/Max Brand

705.935.1011

Brokerage - independently owned + operated

Box 1010, 12621 Hwy 35, Minden, ON K0M 2K0

Sales Representative

Terr y@MovingTheHighlands.com
MovingTheHighlands.com




Moving theHighlands
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Tip: Pour into a mason jar while still hot, twist on the lid and let
cool on the counter for about 30 minutes until you hear the lid
“pop” and seal. Store in the fridge. Tastes best on the second day!

Up River
Trading Co.

The Rest of the Ingredients:
4 healthy handfuls of leftover large, lightly salted or unsalted
tortilla chips
475ml (2 cups) salsa roja
8 eggs
260g (2 cups) shredded haloumi (crumbled feta or shredded
Monterey jack cheese are also delicious)
32g (1/4 cup) pickled jalapeños

“We are truly honoured to have worked on
two renovation projects with Colin and Justin
on Cabin Pressure. It has been such a
privilege to collaborate on these renovated
cottages to deliver the ‘cottage life’ dream.”

HALIBURTON • MINDEN

Building beautiful

randyblainconstruction.com

for over

705-788-1054

35 YEARS

At RODCO ENTERPRISE, we are driven by
a passion to create beautiful homes that will be
appreciated and admired for years to come.

GENERAL CONTRACTING • CUSTOM BUILT COUNTRY HOMES • ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

705-457-1224 | 1-866-343-4985 | info@rodcoen.com | rodcoen.com

1 avocado, cut lengthwise into 65ml (1/4-inch) thick slices
120ml (1/2 cup) sour cream

MAKE YOUR FIRST CALL THE
ONLY CALL YOU NEED TO MAKE!

1/2 bunch cilantro leaves
Pea sprouts or other sprouts
1/2 lime

@uprivertradingco

Fresh eggs as the main event
Chilaquiles con Salsa Roja

Zest from whole lime

In the winter of 2019, my daughter and I spent three weeks
backpacking around the Yucatán Peninsula in southeastern
Mexico. We were in search of the perfect chilaquiles, Mexico's
beloved traditional breakfast food.
This has become my go-to brunch meal when I’m entertaining
friends and family, but it’s a showstopper at any time of day.
There are many incarnations of this dish and my recipe is just
one variation. I encourage you to play with protein substitutions
like chicken or black beans, or use a salsa verde if you can lay
your hands on tomatillos in your neck of the woods. This is the
perfect morning-after meal because you get to use your day-old
tortilla chips!

The Rest of the Directions:

World’s Finest Ceiling Fans

Preheat oven to 180C (350F)

Lowest prices | Widest Selection | Free Shipping

Ingredients for the Salsa Roja
3 fresh whole Roma or San Marzano tomatoes or 400g of baby
San Marzanos
5 garlic cloves, peeled
1 jalapeño pepper, stemmed (seeded if you don’t like a lot of heat)
1 fresno chile, stemmed (seeded if you don’t like a lot of heat,
or skip and add another jalapeno)

Pinch of sea salt

Measure and prepare all ingredients and have them ready ahead
of time. If you’ve already made your salsa roja, now is the time
to take it out of the fridge, pop it in a medium saucepan and heat
on medium-low. If not made ahead, make it now.
1. Once the oven has preheated, place tortilla chips on a baking
sheet and bake until they start to sizzle. Remove and set aside.
2. Zest the lime and combine with sour cream. Set aside and cut
the zested lime into quarters for later.

Call: 1-888-333-3239

WWW.UPRIVERTRADING.COM

Septic Services
• Installation
• Pumping
• Repairs

Site Services Inc.

ETransfers Accepted

• Well Drilling
• Pump Installation
• Geothermal Drilling
• Hydro Fracturing

WATER WELL &
GEOTHERMAL INC.

Free Site Visit, WSIB Compliant And Fully Insured
Tel: 705.457.9558 | Info@TotalSiteServices.ca

TOTALSITESERVICES.CA

The Cottage
Insurance Experts

5. Spread a ladleful of hot salsa roja over the chips and cheese.

Ask us about our:

6. Lovingly place the pea shoots or other sprouts in a clump on
top of the cheese, a bit off centre.

AAA or Higher Beef
Canadian Pork
Custom Cutting
& Freezer Orders

7. Fry the eggs in oil of your choice, sunny side up or poach them
lightly if you like a runnier egg (I do!).
8. Place two eggs on each of the tortilla beds.

5ml (1 tsp) cumin seeds
240ml (1 cup) water

10. Garnish with cilantro, a blob of lime sour cream, avocado
slices and a few pickled jalapenos.

Zest and juice of 1 lime

11. Season with sea salt and pepper to taste.

5ml (1 tsp) sea salt

12. If you manage to get your hand on Mexico’s famous
condiment, Tajin, use it!
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OFFICIAL FAN SUPPLIER FOR COLIN + JUSTIN’S LONG BEACH COTTAGE RENO

UNIQUE GIFTS, home decor, framed art
& more. Plus our PRINT SHOP featuring
local tees, hoodies, pillows etc.

TOTAL

Site Clearing
Drilling & Blasting
Excavation Services
Retaining Walls

4. Sprinkle each with equal amounts of shredded cheese.

9. Pour some extra salsa roja on top.

In a large saucepan over medium-high heat, char the outside of
the tomatoes, garlic and chiles and then add the onion and cumin
seeds. Continue to cook about three more minutes. Add water,
lime zest, lime juice and salt. Simmer uncovered for 20 minutes.
When the tomatoes have nearly lost their skins and the garlic is
softened, puree the sauce in a blender briefly, leaving the final
product a bit chunky. If it’s too thick, add a bit more water. It will
keep for up to seven days.

Energy Star Rated + Indoor & Outdoor + Lifetime Warranty

BALZAC’S coffee & espresso drinks plus
delicious baked goods and enjoy our
Main St. patio at both locations!

•
•
•
•

3. Equally distribute the baked tortilla chips onto the four platters.

1/2 yellow onion, roughly chopped

Directions for the Salsa Roja

FANSHOPPE.COM

Up River Trading Co

Daniela has been a resident of Haliburton County since 1998. She
learned the art of pasta making from her Nonna Ortenzia Giordano
and recently started OGCucina in honour of her Nonna. Follow
Daniela’s adventures on Facebook – facebook.com/ogcucina and
Instagram – instagram.com/og_cucina.

705.457.6807
BraunCustomBuilds.ca

Proudly
serving Haliburton
County for over
65 years through
4 generations.

Minden 705.286.1270 • Haliburton 705.457.1732
ghall@floydhallinsurance.com • floydhallinsurance.com

Mike McFadden
705-457-1919
23 Hops Drive | Halburton

RESIDENTIAL
& COMMERCIAL
truﬆ us to bu椀d y漀r dr攀m
new construction | additions | renovations | project management
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Triangle rewards

Yoga’s triangle pose is accessible to all levels of practitioners,
plus it helps reduce stress and improves digestion.
by Kaileigh Nicols
Ahh, the triangle. What do they say about them again? Oh, yes, they
are the strongest shape.
There are so many benefits for doing the triangle pose daily and it
is by far one of favourites.
Attending one of my yoga classes? We’re probably doing
trikonasana. The simplicity and accessibility for a standing yoga
posture makes it easy to love. Even those with tight hips or lower
backs can find a modification that works for them.
So, grab your mat (or just take off your socks) and follow along
with these steps to do as the yogis do.

Yogi Tips
• If you’ve never done this before I suggest using a block or
something to rest your bottom hand on for added support, especially
if your hips are tight. A chair or stool can work well.
• Never lock into your joints, always maintain a soft bend through
the knees and elbows when bearing weight on them. This is a general
rule for all yoga postures.
• It does not matter how far you are able to fold. I cannot emphasize
this enough – listen to your body, not your ego.

STEP BY STEP
1 Stand at the top of your mat with your feet hip-bone-width distance (generally two fists width between your feet) and parallel
to one another).
2 Roll your shoulders back and down, away from the ears.
3 Draw belly button towards the spine (engage through the core).
4 Take a big step back with one of your feet (I like to start with the right, but that’s a personal preference).
5 It’s not a super long stance, typically about three feet between the feet.
6 Align your front and back heel.
7 Slightly pivot your back toes towards the front of the mat (notice my back foot is not parallel to the short edge of my mat).
Typically, we say about 45-dgrees inward, but it doesn’t have to be perfect.
8 Glue the outside edge of the back foot on the ground, it has a tendency to lift up, especially if your hips are tight. If this is challenging,
try shortening your stance (bringing your feet closer to one another).
9 Bring your arms out to a T position, in-line with your shoulders and reach through the fingertips.
10 Open your chest towards the side of the back leg (keeping your feet on their place on the mat).
11 Draw your back hip back (don’t move your feet) and reach the front fingertips forward. This is creating space between your waist
and hips, allowing for more movement moving into the next step.
12 Fold the upper body over the front leg while maintaining the openness through the chest and length through the spine.
13 Maintain a straight spine, stop when you notice your spine start to round or bend.
14 Reaching your lower hand towards the block, or other support, maybe you can reach all the way to the floor … or … maybe not).
15 Extend your top fingertips towards the sky.
16 Continue to relax the shoulders away from the ears and engage through the core.
17 Allow your gaze to fall anywhere comfortable. At the front foot, at neutral or up at the sky.
18 Don’t allow your neck to collapse to maintain the integrity through the spine and extend through the crown (the top of your head).
19 Hold here for at least five deep belly breaths, expanding through the low belly, rib cage, chest and collar bone.

To exit the posture:

Benefits of this posture include:

• Gently gaze down at your front toes.
• Brace and engage the core to lift up with the arms
still in a T shape.
• Step to the top of your mat and release the arms.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeat on the other side. Yoga is all about balance, what you do
on one side, you must do on the other.

Stretches the hips, hamstrings, calves, shoulders, chest, and spine;
Stimulates the abdominal organs;
Helps relieve stress;
Strengthens ankles and thighs;
Improves digestion;
Helps relieve the symptoms of menopause, menstruation and
back pain.
Follow Kaileigh Nicols on Instagram: @kaileighfaithyoga
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Western Canada has the highest
rate of RV ownership in North
America at 68 per cent.

Road
trip!
RV vacations are on the rise
as travellers opt to stay close to home.
This observed, what better place to
socially distance than an RV park?
by Marc Atchison
It appears the RV industry is sitting in the driver’s seat and ready to
navigate the post-COVID-19 world much better than most travel
sectors in Canada.
In fact, the road ahead never looked better for Canada’s
recreational vehicle industry as travellers opt for more staycations as
pandemic paranoia persists.
Is there a better place to social distance than an RV park?
Even before the pandemic arrived, the popularity of RV vacations
was on the rise in Canada. A 2018 national study for Go Rving
Canada and RVDA Canada conducted by The Portage Group revealed
that there are more than two million RVs on the road in Canada and
that 15 per cent of all Canadian households now own an RV. Another
industry report revealed that a million Canadians experienced their
first RV trip in 2019 and that number grew expediently in 2020 as
staycations became the norm at the height of COVID-19.
In the past five years, revenue in Canada’s RV industry has
increased by 3.7 per cent and last year alone the sector contributed
$3.6 billion to the nation’s tourism coffers.
Sales of RVs, especially big rigs that offer lots of space, have been
steadily increasing over the past decade and in 2019 sales reached
over $4 billion in Canada. That’s an average annual growth of 2.7
per cent between 2014 and 2019.
But while the cost of RVs has steadily risen, RV vacations are still
seen as a cheaper alternative than hotel stays by most Canadians.
That was born out in a study conducted by the CBRE Hotels Advisory
Group, which concluded that RV vacations, on average, are 62 per
cent less expensive compared to other vacations.
We’re not talking Trailer Park Boys camping here, either. Over the
past decade, RV sites have become more theme park in their
appearance and now offer amenities usually reserved for 5-star
resorts.
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TOP 10 PRIMER
Okay, so I’m ready to shift into high gear and head out on the
open road for my first RV experience. But there are important
things to consider and Go Rving Canada has supplied us with
a list of 10 things first-timers should know, like:

Some private camping sites, for instance, feature happy hours,
restaurants, community dinners, evening programs, spas, fullservice health clubs, beaches, level patios suited for big rigs,
outdoor seating areas and clubhouses with pools and games
rooms offering lots of electronic distractions. Some even offer
shuttle services to nearby restaurants, attractions and casinos.
A recent Kampgrounds of America survey, based on 2,903
households in Canada and the U.S., revealed that since 2014 six
million North American households have enjoyed an RV
experience and those who take at least three camping trips a year
has increased by 64 per cent over that period.
The Kampgrounds survey also revealed that Western Canada
has the highest rate of RV ownership in North America – 68 per
cent – followed by Eastern Canada at 60 per cent.
Interestingly, the Calgary-based Bucars Blog reveals that of
those Canadians who went camping for the first time in 2019, 56
per cent were millennials, 25 per cent were gen X, 14 per cent
baby boomers and 4 per cent were over 65 According to Go Rving
Canada, 67 per cent of RV enthusiasts are under the age of 55.
Bucers Blog also reports the annual household income of RVers
is $62,000, but 18 per cent earn in excess of $100,000 annually.
According to long-time RVers, 24 per cent say the most
important thing to remember when picking a campground is the
atmosphere it offers. Another 22 per cent says the location of the
campground is the most important factor while 18 per cent look
at the quality of the campsites and 12 per cent say campground
amenities (power, water, etc.) should be top of mind. People
looking for pet-friendly campgrounds account for 7 per cent of
all RVers while just 3 per cent chose a campsite based on WiFi
availability.
Camping, according to GO Rving Canada, is the dominant
activity among 58 per cent of RVers, 23 per cent like visiting
national and provincial parks, 23 per cent like hiking and
backpacking, 18 per cent hit the beach, 14 per cent like
sightseeing while the rest like to use their RV for visiting family
and friends and getting closer to nature.
Oh, and if you think owning an RV is for men only, think again.
While 57 per cent of RV owners are male, Go Rving Canada
reports that 43 per cent of RV owners are women and the gap
between the genders is closing rapidly.
Ladies and gentleman, start your engines – it’s time to go RVing.
For more information on RVing in Canada and North America,
including a list of campgrounds, visit Go Rving at GoRving.ca or
the Canadian Camping and RV Council at ccrvc.ca.

*

Marc Atchison is the Editor-in-Chief of TraveLife magazine.
Travelife.ca
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• Create a rental checklist. Some important things to keep in
mind when renting an RV include insurance, license, deposit,
reservations, cancellation policies, mileage and convenience
packages.

A reputation built on trust.
• Know your budget. Whether you’re jumping in full-time for
the season or looking for a weekend getaway, RVing is an
affordable lifestyle that offers a range of price-points
depending on what you’re looking to do. For example, a Class
C motorhome may cost $1,000 per week, while a Travel Trailer
is $500 per week.
• Check out the floorplans of the RVs before renting. It is often
worth visiting the dealership prior to booking to see if it’s the
right fit for you.

1-855-489-2711
ThomasContracting.on.ca

15561 HWY 35
ALGONQUIN HIGHLANDS
ON K0M 1J2
MEMBER
Haliburton County
Home Builders’
Association

Serving the Haliburton Highlands Since 1923
www.currychevrolet.ca

• Start small. If it is your first time, it’s best to keep it simple
and get a feel for handling the rental before setting off coast
to coast.
• Speak to your car insurance broker to see if you’re covered
for RV rentals. You may need to arrange additional coverage
from the rental company.
• Understand the rules and regulations. Check if pets are
allowed at the campground if you want to bring your dog or
look into regulations if you plan to cross the border.
• Ask the rental dealers which campgrounds they
recommend. You can often get some great discounts.

If you’re planning on touring Ontario
or travelling across Canada,
your first stop has to be Beamsville.
Since 1992, Outdoor Travel has grown
to be one of the leading RV recreational
vehicle dealers in Ontario. We carry
hundreds of new and pre-owned RVs,
motorhomes and trailers for sale or rent.

• Ensure you book the require spaced needed. When making
a campground reservation, make sure you know the size of
your RV to ensure you have enough space for the unit.
• Pack beyond the essentials. Many rental companies pair the
RV with accessories you will need for your trip. It’s important
to figure out what exactly comes with your rental and to pack
a little more. You never know what you may need!
• Ask for advice. Talk to your campground neighbours. If this
is your first time RVing, there are tons of hacks seasoned
campers can offer to make your experience easier.

Our new state-of-the-art facillity on 13
acres in Beamsville includes a beautiful
indoor showroom, 14 service bays, huge
parts and accessories store, and
financing onsite!
From the new or novice to the most
experienced RV enthusiast, we are
your One Stop Shop! Please call us at
905-548-8585 to book an appointment!

4888 South Service Road • Beamsville ON • RVvacations.com
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Many seasonal residents are moving
permanently to their vacation homes.
Photography by Spencer Wynn

Come
from away
Lake-side living encourages people to scale
back and explore the New Rural Lifestyle.
by Lisa Harrison
The urge to get outta Dodge (substitute
your city of choice) and head for the hills
has grown rapidly in recent years, boosted
by the ability to telecommute and
concerns about the COVID-19 pandemic.
For these reasons, Ontario’s Cottage
Country is growing faster than expected.
With over 2,500 lakes and rivers,
thousands of hectares of pristine lands
and properties priced well below those in
the Greater Toronto Horseshoe Area,
Muskoka, Kawartha Lakes and the
Haliburton Highlands, along with the
Town of Bancroft, is unofficially known as
Ontario’s Cottage Country.
The benefits of living in Ontario’s “near
north” have made these destinations
highly desirable for seasonal living since
the late 1800s. Additional attractions such
as infrastructure upgrades, along with the
pressure of the pandemic, are making
them even more desirable as full-time,
permanent homes.

Setting the serene scene
District Municipality of Muskoka: The
Muskoka district of communities features
more than 650 lakes that are over eight
hectares in size, along with untouched
forests and stunning rockscapes. It lies
directly north of Toronto within a 150-km
drive and stretches from Port Severn on
Georgian Bay east past Dorset, and from
Gravenhurst north past Huntsville.
Muskoka.on.ca
City of Kawartha Lakes: Kawartha
Lakes is a multi-community rural city that
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includes more than 250 lakes and rivers
surrounded by prime agricultural lands.
Just over an hour-long drive from Toronto,
the region extends from Sebright east to
Bobcaygeon and from Pontypool north to
an approximate parallel with Gravenhurst
in Muskoka. KawarthaLakes.ca
County of Haliburton: Better known as
the Haliburton Highlands, the county is
known for its beauty and boasts more
than 500 lakes. It is two hours north of the
GTA and extends from Moore Falls east to
Cardiff and Silent Lake Provincial Park
north into the lower part of Algonquin
Park. HaliburtonCounty.ca

Guess who’s coming to stay?
The influx from the cities covers a wide
range of demographics from new retirees
to young families returning to their roots,
according to realtors and municipal
administrators closest to the action.
Michael Stevenson moved to Milford
Bay, near Bracebridge, from Oakville with
his wife Sarah in September 2019, well
before the pandemic was announced.
“We always talked about potentially
relocating ‘someday’ but when a job
opportunity became available for both of
us, we decided to take the leap instead of
continuing our roots in the city,” says
Stevenson.
Many new residents are moving
permanently to their seasonal cottages,
making those numbers difficult to track.
But it is a large number: for example,
according to Statistics Canada’s 2016
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The Muskoka Collective is a shared workspace in Bracebridge that offers
high-speed internet and the latest in video conference technology.
Photo courtesy the Muskoka Collective

A couple enjoy an outdoor patio in Lindsay.
Photo courtesy the City of Kawartha Lakes

PERMANENT RESIDENT POPULATION GROWTH
2011

2016

% Growth*

City of Kawartha Lakes

73,219

75,423

3.0

County of Haliburton

17, 056

18,062

5.9

District Municipality of Muskoka

59,220

60,599

2.3

*Compare with Ontario growth of 4.6 per cent in the same period.
Note: Seasonal residents nearly double the population in Kawartha Lakes, more than double the population in Muskoka and nearly triple
the population in Haliburton County.
Sources: Statistics Canada Census 2011 and Census 2016; kawarthalakes.ca/en/business-growth/community-profile.aspx;
County of Haliburton Emergency Response Plan 2019; Muskoka Economic Development and Community Profile March 2019

president of the Kawartha Lakes Real
Estate
Association.
Nevertheless,
Kawartha Lakes sales of 109 units in
February were 43.4 per cent higher than
February sales in 2020.
“In the last few years, we had seen a rise
in demand from older couples and retirees,
but this year we saw younger families
making the move as well. Prices have risen
locally but are still very competitive
compared to the GTA. We are seeing 40 to
50 per cent of monthly sales being to
‘urban transplants’ in the last few years.”
In addition, existing seasonal residents
who move to their second homes will save
by paying taxes on only one property.

Upgrades up the ante
Census, as many as 59.2 per cent of all
dwellings in Haliburton’s Dysart et al
township are now occupied by new
permanent residents moving into already
owned homes.
Carly Kennedy, 26, moved to the
family’s Bracebridge cottage from
Markham during the pandemic, along
with her parents.
“It was a no-brainer to get out of the
city and live in our ‘happy place’ where
the lake and beautiful outdoors were at
our fingertips,” says Kennedy.
The pandemic is not always responsible
for the change, and the young family
migration is lower than local rumour
would have it.
“(While) we hear from time to time of
a family that may be enrolling in one of
our schools from the GTA, this is typically
66 spring 2021

anecdotal and ... not a significant number,”
says Catherine Shedden, District Manager
of Corporate Communications for Trillium
Lakelands District School Board. The
board oversees public education in the
three regions.

Affording the good life
Cottage country brings a beautiful lifestyle
well within range of city dwellers’
budgets, even in the current unreal state
of real estate.
Local prices have been rising for a few
years as baby boomer retirement numbers
and city property values increase. The
pandemic also sparked sudden high
demand from city buyers, producing an
historic sellers’ market.
“Inventory is at the lowest level in the
last decade,” says Eugene McDonald,

Infrastructure upgrades in areas such as
utility services, telecommunications/
telecommuting and transportation are
playing a large role in the rural draw.
Kawartha Lakes upgraded the waste
trunk system in northwest Lindsay a few
years ago, and has been offering
incentives to developers and marketing
the region to the Toronto area, according
to Richard Holy, the city’s acting director
of development services.
As a result, hundreds of homes, condos
and rental units are currently in
development and selling across the
region, in large part due to city buyers.
“We hear from the developers that their
sales are very strong,” says Holy. “I would
say in the last six months, we've really
seen a fairly sharp increase in interest in
our community.

“I’ve talked to my colleagues in other
rural areas and they're seeing the same
thing and I do believe that this will
continue.”
Significant improvements have been
made to wireless services in many areas of
cottage country and there are more to
come. In March, it was announced that
the Eastern Ontario Regional Network
(EORN) will receive a $2.8 billion
provincial investment to improve
broadband access across the province.
EORN is also upgrading Eastern Ontario
cell service.
DOT Communications in Lindsay is one
of the wireless connectivity service
providers to all three regions.
When the pandemic was announced
last March, “[for] a few days it was almost
impossible to get a phone call in or out of
our office due to phone line congestion,”
says Ingo Straat, DOT field and sales
manager.
Straat estimates that 75 per cent of
DOT’s internet connection service sales in
2020 were to people moving from the city.
Of the overall client need for broadband,
50 per cent has been for telecommuting,
20 per cent for home schooling and 5 per
cent for staying connected with family
and friends.

Work away from work
New transplant Stevenson switched to a
telecommuting role in November 2020.
“With my remote role, I need a stable
internet connection and I like having a
place to go to each day,” says Stevenson.

“My wife currently works from home,
so I decided to get a membership at the
(Muskoka) Collective. Having the
Collective to go to every day keeps me in
a routine and gives me a great workspace.”
The Muskoka Collective opened in
Bracebridge in October. The building is
newly renovated with high-speed internet
and the latest in video conferencing
technology, according to Kate Kerr, head
of operations.
“Since spring we have seen a significant
increase in inquiries from individuals from
the GTA and surrounding areas looking
for a professional office setting with
current business amenities and, of course,
fast, reliable internet.”
Kerr estimates that 36 per cent of
current members have relocated from the
city within the past five years and 14 per
cent within the past 12 months.

By sea, land and air
The historic Trent-Severn Waterway offers
unique boating experiences along its 386
kilometres from Trenton on the St.
Lawrence Seaway through Kawartha
Lakes and Muskoka to Port Severn on
Georgian Bay. Some communities of
Muskoka and Kawartha Lakes provide
public transit and specialty transit
services. Haliburton County provides
specialty transit service.
The biggest transportation draw is the
extensive circuit of highways that enables
city lovers to quickly make their way to
and from their old haunts. The newest
significant upgrade is the extension of

Highway 407 to Highway 115 northeast
of Bowmanville, giving quicker access to
Highway 35 through Lindsay, Minden,
Dorset, Huntsville and beyond.
Want to fly to your home-away-from
home? All three regions have airports,
which also enables air emergency
services.

Have your cake and eat it, too
Cottage country life comes complete with
the artistic, musical, cultural, recreational
and sporting opportunities you’ve come to
know and love in the city – plus a few extras.
Dogsledding, anyone?
“I think the things that are most
attractive to transplants are the same
things that are most attractive to those of
us who live here already,” says Tamara
Wilbee, Dysart et al’s chief administrative
officer.
“Quality of life, scenic commutes, fresh
air and water, connection with nature
through use of our public spaces, a safe
place to raise children, relative peace and
quiet, a supportive arts and recreation
community, lots of volunteer opportunities
and an overall feeling of inclusiveness.”
“It's a slower pace, but I really enjoy
being able to work remotely and we truly
love where we live. It’s a good balance,”
says Stevenson.
“I used to think I was a city girl but
moving to Muskoka has changed my
perspective on where I see myself in five
to 10 years,” says Kennedy. “I’m excited
for this ‘new start’ up north and can’t wait
to continue life in Muskoka.”

*
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Signature Kitchen Suite features like
sous-vide bring sophistication to
cottage-cooking.

Tasty
new features
You – and your castle – deserve the very best.
So savour the style and savings of new-generation
appliances and help save energy and money.
The planet will thank you.
by Vicky Sanderson
It used to be that the cottage was the place aging, wonky, or poorly
functioning appliances went to die, and that “making do” was seen as a
way to both save money and embrace the simple life.
In fact, these kitchen has-beens are likely simply wasting money through
energy consumption and food spoilage, while complicating cleaning and
maintenance and causing homeowners to miss out on tasty features newer
kitchen appliances can offer.

Home on the range
In vacation homes where lots of entertaining is done, larger-format ranges
with culinary bells and whistles can be a worthwhile investment. There’s
no shortage of generously-sized, feature-rich units right now.
This June, Monogram will launch a 5.75 cubic-foot Pro Range, which
has upgraded grill/griddle covers with protective bumpers, fully
customizable accent lighting, and WiFi/Bluetooth. Foodies will appreciate
precision cooking modes like reverse-air convection, no-preheat air frying,
three full-extension, self-clean oven racks and a temperature probe.
Another versatile option: Monogram’s 30-inch five-in-one-oven. It
functions as a convection or toaster oven, warming/proofing oven,
precision oven and microwave. Some four times faster than a conventional
oven – without pre-heating – it can roast a full chicken in minutes, which
makes it helpful for last-minute dinner invites and fast family dinners.
In other robust ranges, Italian luxury brand Fulgor Milano has the Sofia
series, designed in Europe and engineered for the North American market,
with brass burners, easy-to-clean matte-black burner bowls and soft-close,
four-glass panel doors. Optional door kits in red, black, grey and white are
available, allowing an injection of the kind of colour that works so well in
a country kitchen.
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Clean and dry
Standard-size dishwashers with up-to-date Energy Star ratings are,
for example, on average 12 per cent more energy efficient and 30 per
cent more water efficient than standard models. They cost about $35
a year to run and will save an average 3,870 gallons of water over
their lifetime.
Newer models also clean more effectively than older ones, which
means less work for the clean-up crew. Dishwasher technology now
includes features like soil sensors that measure dirt levels and adjust
the cycle to minimize water and energy use, water-filtration systems
that remove food soil from wash water so detergent works more
efficiently, and strategic dish-rack design that improves reach.
TIP: Want even more efficient cleaning and lower energy bills?
Scrape, but don’t rinse, dishes, use the air-dry feature and always
choose the setting that matches the load.

Cool as a cucumber
Just as intelligent water use is especially important in rural areas,
efficient, flexible refrigeration has become key to the well-appointed
cottage kitchen. An Energy Star fridge, for example, uses on average
10 per cent less energy; some models use up to 50 per cent less! So,
if you do happen to be renovating a kitchen in a primary residence,
do recycle the old unit rather than haul it to the cottage.

Just as importantly, newer fridges come with all sorts of useful
perks, like those available in French-door options from Bosch. Its
“FarmFresh” system includes an adjustable bar that frees up unused
space. An app can remotely monitor and control temperature and
lighting, or run diagnostics, and another program balances
temperature and humidity on preprogrammed settings for specific
foods. That means food is more likely to stay fresh from weekend to
weekend, which saves you time, money and hassle in the kitchen.
LED lights in a glare-free interior makes it easier to see what’s there
– and what needs to be used up – while reducing electricity bills.

Cocktail hour
For wine lovers, Signature Kitchen Suite has an integrated column
wine refrigerator that combines old-world wine-cave values with
new-wave technology – including protection against UV light and
vibrations – and optimal humidity maintenance.
For those who like their drinks mixed and chilled, LG’s InstaView
refrigerator – also Energy Star rated – makes rounded ice (craft ice)
to keep sodas, iced coffee and cocktails colder longer.

*

Vicky Sanderson has been writing about home and decor for
over 20 years and has an exceptional grasp on everything from paint
to pillows, tools to textiles, gadgets to garden tools.
AroundTheHouse.ca

Countertop gotta haves

Superior refrigeration can reduce waste
because food stays fresher longer.
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Clutter-free countertops make any kitchen look and function better,
whether it’s a primary or vacation home. So the appliances that do
get to occupy coveted countertop real estate really need to earn their
keep. Here are a few smaller foot-print models that save space,
energy, and effort:
KitchenAid blends its trademark performance with convenience in
a wireless collection that includes a mini-chopper, hand-blender and
hand-held mixer. All are powered by lithium-ion batteries; the
blender does about 25 bowls of soup on a full charge. Keep in mind
that not only do these pieces keep the counter tidier, they’re useful
when the power goes out.
Craving crispy fries with the burger that just came off the
barbeque? Want also to avoid the fat, calories and mess of a deep
fryer? Consider the Ninja Air Fryer Sheet Oven, a super-slim

countertop model that bakes, air fries and roasts, keeps warm and
dehydrates. It toasts up to nine pieces of bread, making it a nice fit
for those big family breakfasts on the weekends. Use it indoors to
broil a steak on rainy days. As a bonus, it can help keep the kitchen
cooler during the dog days: preheat time is 60 seconds. But wait,
there’s more. When not in use, the unit can be flipped on its side and
tucked under an upper cabinet. Very clever.
Cottage life without coffee is unimaginable, so it’s fortunate that
great flavour can be had with small-scale coffee makers. Consider a
model like Nespresso’s Vertuo, which uses branded (recyclable)
capsules to make a fresh delicious cup each and every time. A variety
of blends also means everyone can enjoy the blend and brew of their
choice. If even that’s too much of a counter commitment, think about
investing in a convenient and discrete built-in unit.

Capsule coffee makers can cater to a weekend crowd with different tastes.

A cordless countertop simplifies life.

*
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A Good Read
There is nothing better than lazing away a summer
afternoon with a good book and a cold drink. From travel
and food, to suspense and mystery – with a side of
romance – here are my picks for the summer of 2021.
by Gale Beeby

Escapology:
Modern Cabins,
Cottages and
Retreats
By Colin McAllister
and Justin Ryan

Colin and Justin’s Globe
and Mail bestselling
book of modern-day
retreats – bucolic weekend escapes by the
sea, remote getaways in the woods and
rustic mountain hideouts – inspire peaceful
and quiet living. The authors genuinely
believe that cabin time has a remarkably
positive impact on our health, wellbeing
and happiness. Part style bible and
lifestyle manual, the book features a
beautiful collection of classic and
contemporary cottages and cabins, each
accompanied by an informative design
profile and beautifully photographed
images. And of course, the book is also
packed with practical building and design
advice that fans of Colin and Justin have
grown to love.

The Inconvenient
Indian: A Curious
Account of Native
People in North
America
By Thomas King

This is a book both
timeless and timely,
burnished with anger
but tempered by Thomas King’s
infamous wit. The Inconvenient Indian
– a must read for anybody interested
in Indigenous issues – weaves the
curiously circular tale of the
relationship between non-Indigenous
and Indigenous in the centuries since
the two first encountered each other.
In the process, King, who is Cherokee
and lives in Guelph, Ont., refashions
old stories about historical events and
figures, takes a look at film and pop
culture, relates his own complex
experiences, and articulates a deep
and revolutionary understanding of
the cumulative effects of ever-shifting
laws and treaties on Native peoples
and lands.
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World Travel: An
Irreverent Guide

By Anthony Bourdain
and Laurie Woolever
Anthony Bourdain has
probably seen more of
the world than nearly
anyone, travelling
around the globe to
taste the food and experience the cultures.
In this, his latest book, World Travel, the
late chef, writer and TV host’s experiences
are collected into an entertaining –
Bourdain is always entertaining – and fun
travel guide that gives readers an
introduction to some of his favorite places.
Supplementing Bourdain’s words are a
handful of essays by friends, colleagues
and family that tell even deeper stories.
Additionally, each chapter includes
illustrations by Wesley Allsbrook. For
veteran travelers, armchair enthusiasts and
those in between, World Travel offers a
chance to experience the world like
Anthony Bourdain.

Later

By Stephen King
Sometimes, growing up
means facing your
demons, as young
Jamie Conklin finds out.
Born with an unnatural
ability, Jamie sees what
no one else can see and
learn what no one else can learn. Later is
Stephen King at his best, weaving a
terrifying and touching story that tests our
sense of right and wrong. Later is a
powerful, haunting, unforgettable
exploration of what it takes to stand up to
evil in all the faces it wears.

The Affair

By Danielle Steel
In Danielle Steel’s latest
novel, a high-profile
affair reverberates
throughout an entire
family, from the
wounded wife to the
man torn between two
women. The Affair is about the painful
journey to discover who you are, what you
want, and how much forgiveness and
compromise you are capable of in order to
be loved. Right up until its final twist, this
gripping novel is full of powerful insights
about who we love, how much — and even
how much we love ourselves.

Find You First

By Linwood Barclay
Toronto-based bestselling author
Linwood Barclay’s
latest thriller is about
tech millionaire Miles
Cookson, who has
more money than he
can ever spend, and everything he
could dream of, except time. He has
been diagnosed with a terminal illness
and there is a 50 per cent chance that it
can be passed on to the next
generation of children he fathered
through sperm donation. Somewhere
out there, he has kids — nine of them.
And they might be about to inherit
both the good and the bad from him.
But one by one, Miles’s potential heirs
are vanishing, every trace of them
wiped, like they never existed at all.
Who is the vicious killer? Another heir
methodically erasing rivals? Or is
something even more sinister going on?

Butter Honey Pig
Bread

By Francesca Ekwuyasi
Butter Honey Bread Pig
tells the interwoven
stories of Nigerian twin
sisters, Kehinde and
Taiye, and their mother,
Kambirinachi. Kehinde
experiences a devasting childhood trauma
that causes the family to fracture in
seemingly irreversible ways. As soon as
she can, Kehinde moves away and cuts
contact with her twin sister and mother.
Alone in Montreal, she struggles to find
ways to heal while building a life of her
own. Meanwhile, Taiye, plagued by guilt for
what happened to her sister, flees to
London and attempts to numb the loss of
the relationship through reckless
hedonism. After more than a decade of
living apart, Taiye and Kehinde have
returned home to Lagos to visit their
mother. It is here that the three women
must face each other and address the
wounds of the past if they are to reconcile
and move forward.
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BUILDING TOMORROW’S MEMORIES

With an array of products we can transform your outdoor space into a customized,
seamless experience for you and your family to enjoy. Whether at a cozy cottage on the
lake or a happy home in the suburbs, Sunspace products will help increase the beauty and
value of your property.
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1 800 755 3365 | sunspacesunrooms.com
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